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Congratulations, and thank you for choosing a Brammo Empulse
Thorough familiarity with your Empulse and its features will provide you with enhanced control and 
enjoyment when you ride it. Please take the time to read this owner’s manual and familiarize yourself with all 
the information that we have prepared for you before riding your new Brammo Empulse. The manual 
contains important data and instructions intended to assist you in gaining maximum use and satisfaction 
from your Empulse’s capabilities.

The manual also contains information on maintenance to enhance operating safety and contribute to 
maintaining the value of your Brammo Empulse throughout its life.

We wish you an enjoyable riding experience.

Brammo Inc.
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Introduction

2 Introduction

IntroductionUSING THIS MANUAL
For your own safety, follow the instructions and warnings contained
in this manual. Ignoring them could result in damage to your
Empulse or personal injury to you or others. Damage caused by
failing to follow instructions is not covered by the Empulse’s
warranty.

To help you make informed decisions about safety, we have
provided operating procedures in this manual. Within these
procedures you will find the following alerts to emphasize specific
information. 

Note: A note provides useful supporting information and sometimes
suggests how to make better use of your Empulse.

Of course, it is not practical or possible to warn you about all hazards
associated with operating or maintaining a motorcycle. You must
use your own good judgment.

Keep this manual with your Empulse as a reference for safe and
enjoyable riding. Should you resell your Empulse, please pass this
manual on to the next owner.

NOTES ABOUT THIS MANUAL
All specifications and descriptions are accurate at the time of
printing. Because improvement is a constant goal at Brammo, we
reserve the right to make changes at any time, without notice and
without obligation.

Copyright © 2013 Brammo, Inc. 

All material in this manual, including, but not limited to, text, data,
graphics, logos, and images, is owned and controlled by Brammo,
Inc., and is protected by copyright, trademark, and other intellectual
property rights. Material in the manual is made available solely for
your personal, non-commercial use and may not be copied,
reproduced, republished, modified, uploaded, posted, transmitted,
or distributed in any way, including by e-mail or other electronic
means, without the express prior written consent of Brammo, Inc.,
for each instance. You may use material made available from the
manual for your personal, non-commercial use only, provided that
you keep intact any and all copyright and other proprietary notices
that may appear on such materials.

 WARNING

A warning alerts you to potential hazards that could result in either
injury to you or others, or damage to your Empulse. Always heed this
information.
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4 Motorcycle Safety
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sy to See – Some drivers do not see motorcycles
 not looking for them. To make yourself more
t, reflective clothing, position yourself so other
, signal before turning or changing lanes, and use

will help others notice you.

 Limits – Pushing limits is another major cause of
nts. Never ride beyond your personal abilities or

itions warrant. Remember that alcohol, drugs,
ntion can significantly reduce your ability to make
nd ride safely.

ide – Alcohol and riding don’t mix. Even one drink
ility to respond to changing conditions, and your

 worse with every additional drink. So don’t drink
t let your friends drink and ride, either.

lse in a Safe Condition – It’s important to keep
perly maintained and in safe riding condition. To
ms, inspect your Empulse before every ride and
mended maintenance. Never exceed load limits,
y your Empulse or install accessories that would
e unsafe.
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otorcycle Safetymportant InformationAFETY FIRST
our Empulse will provide many years of service and pleasure if you
ake responsibility for your own safety and understand the
hallenges you can experience while riding.

lways Wear a Helmet – It’s a proven fact: helmets significantly
educe the number and severity of head injuries. Always wear an
pproved motorcycle helmet. We also recommend that you wear
ye protection, sturdy boots, gloves, and other protective gear.

ake Time to Learn and Practice – Even if you have ridden other
otorcycles, take time to become familiar with how this Empulse
orks and handles. Practice in a safe area until you build your skills

nd get accustomed to the Empulse’s size and weight. Because
ccidents often involve inexperienced or untrained riders, we urge
ll riders to take a government-certified riding course.

ide Defensively – The most frequent motorcycle collision happens
hen an oncoming car turns left in front of a motorcycle. Another

ommon situation is a car moving suddenly into a motorcyclist's
ane. Always pay attention to other vehicles around you, and do not
ssume that other drivers see you. Be prepared to stop quickly or
ake an evasive maneuver.
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d any electrical equipment that will exceed the
lectrical system capacity. A blown fuse can cause a

s or motor power.
 a trailer or sidecar with your Empulse. This Empulse
signed for these attachments, and their use can
pair your Empulse’s handling.

vise you not to remove any original equipment or
pulse in any way that would change its design or

h changes could seriously impair your Empulse’s
lity, and braking, making it unsafe to ride.

odifying your lights or other equipment can also
ulse illegal.
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Motorcycle Safety

ACCESSORIES AND MODIFICATIONS

Modifying your Empulse or using non-Brammo accessories can
make your Empulse unsafe. Before you consider making any
modification or adding an accessory, be sure to read the following
information.

Accessories
We strongly recommend that you only use Brammo accessories that
have been specifically designed and tested for your Empulse.
Because Brammo cannot test all other accessories, you must be
personally responsible for the proper selection, installation, and use
of non-Brammo accessories.

Check with your Brammo Authorized Service Agent for assistance
and always follow these guidelines:

• Make sure the accessory does not obscure any lights, reduce
ground clearance, limit lean angle, limit suspension travel or
steering travel, alter your riding position, or interfere with
operating any controls.

• Do not ad
Empulse’s e
loss of light

• Do not pull
was not de
seriously im

Modifications
We strongly ad
modify your Em
operation. Suc
handling, stabi

Removing or m
make your Emp

 WARNING

Improper accessories or modifications can cause a crash in which
you can be seriously hurt or killed.

Follow all instructions in this owner’s manual regarding accessories
and modifications.
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abel is attached to the right side of the frame by
rks. The certification label shows the VIN, date of
mmended “Cold” tire pressures and, gross vehicle
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AFETY LABELS
afety labels on your Empulse either warn you of potential hazards
hat could cause serious injury or provide important safety
nformation. Read these labels carefully and don’t remove them. 

ote: If a label comes off or becomes hard to read, contact your
rammo Authorized Dealer for a replacement.

missions Compliance Label

hen applicable, the emissions compliance label is attached to the
eft side of the frame by the suspension forks.

Certification Labe

The certification l
the suspension fo
manufacture, reco
weights.
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Controls and InstruLocation of ControlHAN

1. Headlight high beam flash
2. Headlight high/low beam
3. Ignition switch
4. On/Off switch
5. Front brake
6. Throttle
7. Start button

Operating mode (Normal/Sport)
8. Horn
9. Turn signals

10. Clutch
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Controls and Instruments
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8 Controls and Instruments

O
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THER CONTROLS

1. Rear brake pedal
2. Gear shifter

3. Kickstand
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1. Tachometer
The tachometer needle will swing to
maximum RPM and then zero when
the Empulse powers up.

Note: If the tachometer needle does not
zero, contact your Brammo Authorized
Dealer as soon as possible.

2. Drive-enabled/gear shift indicators
• Sequentially flash green when the

drive system is enabled and the
Empulse is stationary.

• Progressively illuminate if the motor
speed exceeds 6500 RPM to indicate
that a gear shift is recommended.

3. Liquid Crystal Display (LCD)
4. Mode button

Press to cycle between:
• Power consumption in kilowatts
• Air temperature
• Motor temperature
• Estimated range remaining

5. Odometer/Trip button
Press to cycle between the odometer
and trip displays. Press and hold to
reset the trip counter.
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Controls and Instruments
Gauges, Indicators, and DisplaysINSTRUMENT CLUSTER



Gauges, Indicators, and Displays

1 Controls and Instruments
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r Temperature (Red)
 when the temperature of the motor reaches its
g limit. I llumination of the indicator will be

 THERMAL CUTBACK message on the LCD.

he motor from damage, the motor controller will
e power according to the motor temperature:

 Empulse = 110°C (230°F), Empulse R = 120°C (248°F).
to 50% of normal: Empulse = 115°C (239°F),
5°C (257°F). 
to 0% of normal: Empulse = 120°C (248°F), 
0°C (266°F).

ure of the motor drops below the thermal operating
will turn off and full power will be restored.

w/Discharged (Amber/Red)
 orange when the battery State of Charge (SoC)
 a BATTERIES LOW message will also be displayed

the battery State of Charge (SoC) drops below 0%;
 message will also be displayed on the LCD.

tus (Amber/Green)
 amber when the Empulse is in charge mode and
ected.

hen the Empulse’s batteries are at, or above, 99%
C).
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0

NDICATOR LIGHTS
ll indicators will light for a few seconds and then turn off when the
mpulse powers up. The ON indicator will then light and remain on.
hen applicable, the other indicators will light under certain

onditions. These conditions are identified as follows.

ote: If one of the indicators does not light during the indicator check,
ontact your Brammo Authorized Dealer as soon as possible.

ON (Amber)
Illuminates when the ignition is on.

Headlight Low Beam (Green)
Illuminates when the headlight is operating on low beam.

Headlight High Beam (Blue)
Illuminates when the headlight is operating on high beam.

Left Turn Signal (Green)
Flashes when the left turn signal is operating.

Right Turn Signal (Green)
Flashes when the right turn signal is operating.

System Attention (Red)
Flashes when the Empulse has detected a fault or warning.

ill also be accompanied by a fault or warning message on the LCD.
ee “System Warning and Error Codes”, page 81.

Kickstand Down (Red)
Illuminates when the kickstand is in the down position.

Motor Ove
Illuminates

thermal operatin
accompanied by a

Note: To protect t
reduce the availabl

• Power reduced:
• Power reduced 

Empulse R = 12
• Power reduced 

Empulse R = 13

Once the temperat
limit, the indicator 

Battery Lo
Illuminates

drops below 20%;
on the LCD.

Flashes red when 
a RECHARGE REQ’D

Charge Sta
Illuminates

A/C power is conn

Illuminates green w
State of Charge (So
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d
 - press the mode button to cycle through the
nctions.

nsumption in kilowatts
rature
perature

 range remaining
Trip display

te for the connected supply
ime remaining to fully charge the Empulse
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LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAY (LCD)
When the Empulse powers up, the LCD will temporarily show all
black so you can make sure it is functioning properly. The LCD
backlight is always illuminated when the Empulse is powered up.

Note: If any part of the display does not come on, or the backlight is not
illuminated, contact your Brammo Authorized Dealer as soon as
possible.

Drive mode

1. Battery State of Charge (SoC)
2. Current time
3. SPORT operating mode selected
4. Speed (mph or km/h)

5. Gear selecte
6. Information

following fu
• Power co
• Air tempe
• Motor tem
• Estimated

7. Odometer/

Charge mode

1. Charging ra
2. Estimated t
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1 Controls and Instruments

CI
T
b
p

ebar all the way to the left or right, push down on
rn counter-clockwise to the Lock (steering lock)

k the steering head. No electrical circuits function.

 position, turn the key counter-clockwise to the
 The parking lights and the instrument cluster
mode cannot be engaged.

e removed in the Off, Lock and Park positions.
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2

ontrols and FeaturesGNITION SWITCH
he ignition switch is used to select the operational mode of the
ike, either ON or PARK mode, and to lock the steering for theft
revention. 

1. Off
No electrical circuits function.

2. On
Insert the key and turn clockwise to the On position.
The Empulse powers up. Drive mode can be engaged.

3. Lock
Turn the handl
the key, and tu
position to loc

4. Park
From the Lock
Park position.
operate. Drive 

Note: The key can b
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switch
l switch is used to signal a turn or a lane change. To
 the switch all the way in the proper direction and
ppropriate turn signal lights will start blinking and an
lash on the instrument cluster. To cancel the light,
 in.

d to alert others motorists. To operate, push the horn
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Controls and Instruments

LEFT HANDLEBAR

1. Headlight high/low beam
The headlight dimmer switch is used to change between the high
and low beams of the headlight. To operate, move the switch
forward for high beam, or back for low beam.

Note: A blue LED on the instrument cluster illuminates whenever the
headlight high beam is on.

2. Headlight high beam flash
The high beam flash is used to alert other motorists. To operate, pull
the momentary switch.

3. Turn signal 
The turn signa
operate, move
release it. The a
indicator will f
push the switch

4. Horn
The horn is use
button.
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1 Controls and Instruments
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DE
 stationary and in Drive mode, press and hold the
two seconds to change the operating mode
 and SPORT modes.

 is in SPORT Mode, the LCD will display the SPORT
no indicator shown on the LCD when the Empulse
e.

ends that you spend some time riding in both
RT modes to become fully familiar with the how
 each mode. This will help you can best determine
able for your riding conditions. 

 provides a smoother transition in to regenerative
or city riding.

provides more regenerative braking with a
sition point from off throttle to regenerative
 mode is perfect for canyon or more aggressive
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4

IGHT HANDLEBAR

. On/Off switch
he On/Off switch is used to turn the motor controller On and Off.
efore powering up the Empulse, ensure that the switch is in the Off
osition.

. Start button/Operating mode
ith the ignition in the On position and the On/Off switch in the On

osition, press and hold the Start button for approximately two
econds to put the Empulse in Drive mode. You will hear a click from
he main contactor as the drive system is energized and the drive
ndicators on the instrument panel will flash green.

OPERATING MO
With the Empulse
Start button for 
between NORMAL

When the Empulse
indicator. There is 
is in NORMAL mod

Brammo recomm
NORMAL and SPO
the bike handles in
which mode is suit

As a guideline:

• NORMAL mode
braking. Ideal f

• SPORT mode 
different tran
braking. Sport
riding.

 WARNING

Once the Empulse is in Drive mode, the throttle is live; use extreme
caution if the Empulse is not in N (Neutral).
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ip button to increase the selected setting.
have finished adjusting the time, press the MODE
lect EXIT and then press the Trip button to confirm.

utton is pressed for more than 30 seconds, the Empulse
ack to Charging mode.

 the charging connector from the Empulse.
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Controls and Instruments

Setting the TimeSETTING THE TIME
The time and date on your Empulse were set at the factory to Pacific
Standard Time. If you need to adjust the time on your Empulse:

1. Connect the charging connector to the Empulse and a wall
outlet. This will put the Empulse in charging mode.

2. Press and hold the Mode and Trip buttons simultaneously for
approximately two seconds to enter Setup mode.

3. Press the Mode button to select either HOURS or MINUTES.

4. Press the Tr
5. Once you 

button to se

Note: If no b
will revert b

6. Disconnect



Are You Ready to Ride?

1 Before Riding

BAP
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PAREL
e strongly recommend that you always wear an
ycle helmet, eye protection, boots, gloves, long
g-sleeved shirt or jacket whenever you ride.
estions to help you choose the proper gear.

Protection

r most important piece of riding gear because it
tection against head injuries. A helmet should fit
tably and securely. A bright-colored helmet and

n make you more noticeable in traffic.

et offers some protection, but a full-face helmet
rdless of the style, look for a DOT (Department of
icker on any helmet you buy (USA only). Always
 or goggles to protect your eyes and help your

 WARNING

lmet increases the chance of serious injury or death

ays wear a helmet, eye protection, and other
l when you ride.
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6

efore Ridingre You Ready to Ride?REPARATION

efore you ride, you need to make sure you and your Empulse are
oth ready. To help get you prepared, this section discusses how to
valuate your riding readiness, what items you should check on your
mpulse, and adjustments to make for your comfort, convenience,
nd safety. This section also includes important information about

oading.

efore you ride your Empulse for the first time, we urge you to:

• Read this owner’s manual.
• Make sure you understand all the safety messages.
• Know how to operate all the controls

efore each ride, be sure you:

• Feel well and are in good physical and mental condition.
• Are wearing an approved motorcycle helmet (with chin strap

tightened securely), eye protection, and other protective
clothing.

• Don’t have any alcohol or drugs in your system.

PROTECTIVE AP
For your safety, w
approved motorc
pants, and a lon
Following are sugg

Helmets and Eye 

Your helmet is you
offers the best pro
your head comfor
reflective strips ca

An open-face helm
offers more. Rega
Transportation) st
wear a face shield
vision.

 WARNING

Alcohol is the leading cause of death among motorcyclists. Each
year, nearly 50% of the riders killed in motorcycle crashes have been
drinking. DON’T DRINK AND RIDE!

Not wearing a he
in a crash.

Be sure you alw
protective appare
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Before Riding

Additional Riding Gear
In addition to a helmet and eye protection, we also recommend:

• Sturdy boots with non-slip soles to help protect your feet and
ankles.

• Leather gloves to help protect your hands.
• A motorcycle riding suit or jacket for comfort, as well as

protection. Bright-colored and reflective clothing can help make
you more noticeable.

RIDER TRAINING
Developing your riding skills is an ongoing process. Even if you have
ridden other motorcycles, take time to become familiar with how
this motorcycle works and handles. Practice riding the Empulse in a
safe area to build your skills. Do not ride in traffic until you get
accustomed to the Empulse’s controls and feel comfortable with its
size and weight.

We urge all riders to take a government-certified riding course. New
riders should start with the basic course, and even experienced
riders will find the advanced course beneficial.



Is Your Empulse Ready to Ride?

1 Before Riding

IP

C

ms after you get on the Empulse:

ttle to ensure it moves smoothly without binding.

lever and press on the brake pedal to check that
ormally.
r shift lever
lever and operate the gear shift lever to check that
ormally.
dicators
Empulse and check for normal operation of the
icators.

ance should be done at least once a month, no
 you ride. See “PERIODIC MAINTENANCE”,
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8

s Your Empulse Ready to Ride?RE-RIDE INSPECTION

heck the following items before you get on the Empulse:

• Wheels and tires
Use an air pressure gauge to check the tire pressures. See “Tire
Pressures”, page 64. Also look for signs of excessive wear or
damage to the tires and wheels. 

• Chain
Check the condition of the chain. Adjust the chain tension and
lubricate as needed.

• Leaks and loose parts
Walk around your Empulse and look for anything that appears
unusual, such as a leak or loose parts.

• Lights
Make sure the headlight, running light, brake light, taillight,
license light, and turn signals are working properly.

Check these ite

• Throttle
Rotate the thro

• Brakes
Pull the brake 
they operate n

• Clutch and gea
Pull the clutch 
they operate n

• Gauges and in
Power up the 
gauge and ind

Periodic mainten
matter how often
page 38. 

 WARNING

If you notice any damage or find a problem while inspecting the
Empulse, please correct it or have your Brammo Authorized Dealer
correct it before you ride.
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lines
 loading weight capacity for your Empulse is 313 lbs
cludes the weight of the rider, passenger, all cargo,

ories installed.

 is primarily intended for transporting you and a
t weight or small items (for example, a jacket) may be
e seat, but If you wish to carry more cargo, we
sing saddle bags or a top trunk. Check with your
orized Dealer for the complete range of Brammo
ssories.

ading your Empulse can affect its stability and
 if your Empulse is properly loaded, you should ride at
s when carrying cargo.

idelines whenever you carry cargo:

both tires are properly inflated.
ge your normal load, you may need to adjust the

.
loose items from creating a hazard, make sure that all
 down securely.
 weight as low and close to the center of your

 possible.
argo weight evenly on both sides.
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Load Limits and GuidelinesGENERAL INFORMATION
Your Empulse has been designed to carry you and only one
passenger. When you carry a passenger or cargo, you may feel some
difference during acceleration and braking, but as long as you keep
your Empulse well-maintained, with good tires and brakes, you can
safely carry loads within the given limits and guidelines.

LOADING

How much weight you put on your Empulse, and how you load it,
are important for your safety. Any time you ride with a passenger or
cargo, you should be aware of the following information.

Loading Guide
The maximum
(142 kg) This in
and any access

Your Empulse
passenger. Ligh
secured to th
recommend u
Brammo Auth
approved acce

Improperly lo
handling. Even
reduced speed

Follow these gu

• Check that 
• If you chan

suspension
• To prevent 

cargo is tied
• Place cargo

Empulse as
• Distribute c

 WARNING

Overloading or improper loading can cause a crash and you can be
seriously hurt or killed.

Follow all load limits and other loading guidelines in this manual.



Enabling the Drive System

2 Basic Operation and Riding

BEP
T
s
s

T
c
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t

DRIVE SYSTEM

nto the ignition switch.
n switch clockwise to the On position.

tart-up tone will sound and the indicator lights on
 cluster will illuminate briefly as a system check.
 indicator will remain illuminated.

KSTAND DOWN message is displayed on the LCD, the 
t go into Drive mode.

ded that you always make sure that the Empulse
) before engaging the motor controller.
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0

asic Operation and Ridingnabling the Drive SystemREPARATION
he Empulse has many safety features designed to keep the drive
ystem disabled until you are ready to ride. Before enabling the drive
ystem:

1. The ignition switch must be in On position.
2. The kickstand must be up.
3. The Start/Off switch must be in the On position.

he drive system on the Empulse will not be enabled unless these
onditions are satisfied. If the Empulse’s drive system is enabled and
ne of these conditions is not satisfied, e.g., the kickstand is down,

he drive system will be disabled.

ENABLING THE 

1. Insert the key i
2. Turn the ignitio
3. The Empulse s

the instrument
4. The amber ON

Note: If the KIC
Empulse will no

5. It is recommen
is in N (Neutral



Enabling the Drive System
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se performs some system safety checks for a few
d then the four LEDs above the LCD will now flash in
rom left to right, indicating that the Empulse is in
.
se is now ready to ride.

 WARNING

ulse is in Drive mode, the throttle is live; use extreme
Empulse is not in N (Neutral).
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Basic Operation and Riding

6. Set the On/Off switch to the On position to activate the motor
controller.

7. Raise the kickstand.

Note: The warning message on the LCD will turn off and the
warning light will go out.

8. Press and hold the Start button for approximately two seconds
to put the Empulse in Drive mode. You will hear a small relay
“click” under the seat followed by a click from the main contactor
in the motor area as the drive system is energized.

9. The Empul
seconds, an
sequence f
Drive mode

10. Your Empul

Once the Emp
caution if the 



Selecting a Gear

2 Basic Operation and Riding

SC

U

EVER

 is a six speed sequential gear box. Neutral is
econd and third gear. The currently selected gear
 LCD.

r shifter lever all the way down to shift the
 the next lower gear.
ifter lever all the way up to shift the transmission
her gear.

hifter lever after each gear change, the lever must
ral position before another gear change can be

 WARNING

ge to the clutch or transmission, the clutch must be
before attempting a gear shift.
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2

electing a GearLUTCH

1. Slowly pull the clutch lever towards the handlebar grip to fully
disengage the clutch.

2. Use the gear shifter lever to select a gear.
3. Slowly release the clutch hand lever to engage the clutch.

sing the clutch
• ALWAYS use the clutch when shifting between gears
• DO NOT use the clutch when accelerating from a stop.

Modulation of the clutch is not required and will cause excessive
clutch wear and contamination of the oil.

• DO NOT use the clutch when coming to a stop as this will reduce
the amount of regenerative braking applied.

GEAR SHIFTER L

The transmission
located between s
is displayed on the

• Push the gea
transmission to

• Lift the gear sh
to the next hig

Release the gear s
return to its cent
made.

To prevent dama
fully disengaged 
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t SPORT mode by pressing the mode button for two
ORT indicator will be displayed on the LCD.

 lever fully towards the handlebar grip to disengage
select a gear using the gear shifter lever.

er that N (Neutral) is positioned between 2nd and 3rd

se the clutch lever to engage the gear. There is no
e clutch while moving away from a stop.

the throttle towards you to apply power. As power is
 motor the Empulse will accelerate. When you twist

ay from you, you limit or eliminate power to the
Empulse will start to slow. 

e the clutch and gear shifter to select a gear suitable
ou are riding on. 

o need to slow down to rev-match your downshifts to
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Riding the EmpulseRIDING THE EMPULSE
Note: Before riding your Empulse for the first time, please review the
Motorcycle Safety section (see “Motorcycle Safety”, page 4) and the
Before Riding section (see “Before Riding”, page 16). Even if you have
ridden other motorcycles, take time to become familiar with how your
Empulse works and handles. Practice in a safe area until you build your
skills and get accustomed to the Empulse’s size and weight.

Enable the Drive system so that the four LEDs above the LCD are
flashing.

Note: These LEDs will flash whenever drive mode is active and the
Empulse is stationary. The LEDs will stop flashing once the Empulse is
moving, but will flash again when it comes to a stop.

If desired, selec
seconds. The SP

Pull the clutch
the clutch and 

Note: Rememb
gears.

Gradually relea
need to hold th

Carefully twist 
applied to the
the throttle aw
motor and the 

As you ride, us
for the terrain y

Note: There is n
road speed.
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2 Basic Operation and Riding

U
e
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t

I
p
t

A
L
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L

a regenerative braking system installed. Similar to
n a gas powered bike, whenever the Empulse is

rottle is not applied, regenerative braking slows
 energy back to the high voltage battery. 

ur stops and simply releasing the throttle to slow
take advantage of the energy gained from
ng to extend the operating range of the Empulse.

enerative braking applied when you release the
epending on the mode the Empulse is operating

 WARNING

king does not replace the need to use the lever or
kes to stop the Empulse. Only allow regenerative
e Empulse when it is safe to do so.
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nlike a gas powered bike where you select a gear to keep the
ngine speed as low as possible for the terrain, the optimum motor
peed for the Empulse is between 4000 and 6000 RPM regardless of
he gear you are in or the current road speed.

f you try to “lug” the bike in a tall gear and apply heavy throttle, it
uts a very heavy strain on the batteries which will greatly reduce

he operating range of the Empulse.

s you accelerate, if the motor speed exceeds 6500 RPM the green
EDs above the LCD will progressively light up as an indicator that it

s recommended to shift up to the next gear. At 7000 RPM, all four
EDs will be lighted.

Your Empulse has 
engine braking o
moving and the th
the bike and feeds

By anticipating yo
down, you can 
regenerative braki

The amount of reg
throttle will vary d
in.

Regenerative bra
foot operated bra
braking to slow th
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 brake pedal applies the calliper on the rear brake

le, the front braking system provides about 70% of
 power. For full braking effectiveness, use both the
ever simultaneously.

king systems together will stop your Empulse faster
r stability.
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BrakingBRAKES
Your Empulse is equipped with front and rear disc braking systems
that are hydraulically activated. 

Operating the brake lever applies the callipers on the dual front
brake discs.

Depressing the
disc.

As a general ru
total stopping
pedal and the l

Using both bra
and with greate
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U

B

ing a long, steep grade, intermittently use both
uous brake application can overheat the brakes
ir effectiveness.

ur foot resting on the brake pedal or your hand on
er may actuate the brake light, giving a false
other drivers. It may also overheat the brakes,
tiveness.
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SING THE BRAKES
1. To slow or stop, apply the brake lever and the brake pedal

smoothly.
2. Gradually increase braking as you feel the brakes slowing your

speed.
3. For support, put your left foot down first, then your right foot

when you are finished using the brake pedal.

RAKING DOS AND DON’TS
• Applying the brakes too hard may cause the wheels to lock and

slide, reducing control of your Empulse. If this happens, release
the brake controls, steer straight ahead until you regain control,
then reapply the brakes more gently.

• When possible, reduce your speed or complete braking before
entering a turn. Avoid braking while turning. Braking in a turn
may cause one or both wheels to slip and reduce control of your
Empulse.

• The ability to brake in a turn and to brake hard in an emergency
situation are important riding skills. We suggest attending a
Motorcycle Safety Foundation experienced rider training course
to retain these skills.

• When riding in wet or rainy conditions, or on loose surfaces, the
ability to maneuver and stop will be reduced. All of your actions
should be smooth under these conditions. Rapid acceleration,
braking, or turning may cause loss of control. For your safety,
exercise extreme caution when braking, accelerating, or turning.

• When descend
brakes. Contin
and reduce the

• Riding with yo
the brake lev
indication to 
reducing effec
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E EMPULSE OFF

t/Off switch to the Off position to disengage the drive

ition key counter clockwise to the Off position.

ill now power off.
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Disabling the Drive SystemDISABLING THE DRIVE SYSTEM
There are a couple of different ways to disable the drive system:

• If the kickstand is put down, the drive system will be temporarily
disabled (the LEDs will stop flashing). If the kickstand is then put
up, the drive system will be enabled again (the LEDs will resume
flashing).

• Set the Start/Off switch to the Off position. This will switch off the
drive system. You will need to follow the procedure for enabling
the drive system before you can ride the Empulse. See “ENABLING
THE DRIVE SYSTEM”, page 20.

TURNING TH

1. Set the Star
system.

2. Turn the ign

The Empulse w
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PG
L
s
m
t

K
U

s used to lock the handlebars in place.

ing Lock

ebars all the way to the left.
nto the ignition.
e ignition key and turn it to the Lock position

ise).
y from the ignition.
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arkingENERAL INFORMATION
ook for a level parking area. If you can’t find a paved surface, make
ure the ground surface is firm, especially under the kickstand. If you

ust park on a hill, back the rear tire downhill against the curb with
he Empulse at a 45-degree angle to the curb.

ICKSTAND
se the kickstand to support the Empulse while parked.

1. To lower the kickstand, use your foot to guide it down.
Remember that lowering the kickstand will disable the drive
system.

2. Check that the kickstand is down all the way.
3. If you have to park on a soft surface, insert something solid

under the kickstand for support.

STEERING LOCK
The steering lock i

Locking the Steer

1. Turn the handl
2. Insert the key i
3. Push in on th

(counter clockw
4. Remove the ke
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NTION TIPS
mpulse in a locked garage whenever possible. If a

t available, park in a concealed area or a well-lit area
h pedestrian traffic to discourage a thief.
 the ignition key with you.
 the steering lock, even if you’re parking for just a
wo. A thief can easily push an unlocked Empulse to a
k.

 to the steering lock, use a good-quality anti-theft
e specifically to lock a motorcycle to a secure object.
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Unlocking the Steering Lock

1. Insert the key into the ignition.
2. Push in on the ignition key and turn it to the Off position

(clockwise).

Note: You may need to move the handlebars left or right to release any
tension on the steering lock and allow the key to rotate freely.

THEFT-PREVE
• Park your E

garage isn’
with enoug

• Always take
• Always use

minute or t
waiting truc

• In addition
device mad
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3 Charging and Battery Care

CBG
T
b
a
w

Y

ry Capacity and Battery Life
ips listed below, you can assure long life and high
ur Empulse’s battery modules.

mpulse at temperatures below 104°F (40°C) and
eratures between 32°F (0°C) and 113°F (45°C).
 often as possible. Battery module cell variability
ntal conditions can cause a slight state of charge
etween cells. After the normal charge cycle
rged to 99%), cell balancing starts. During cell
 battery modules, BMS and charger attempt to

h all of the cell voltages.
ries (complete charge and discharge) every three

 modules fully if your Empulse has been stored for
onth.
r Empulse powered up in charge mode with charging

ill maximize your battery modules’ performance

 Temperatures
esigned to operate at temperatures as low as 15°F
rging or riding in low temperatures, the battery

atically go through a warm-up phase to optimize
.
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harging and Battery Careatteries and ChargingENERAL INFORMATION
his section of the owner’s manual covers the charger, onboard
attery modules and batteries. All information regarding charging
nd keeping your Empulse’s batteries in peak operating condition
ill be covered here.

our Empulse is equipped with:

1. Seven (7) rechargeable lithium-ion (BPM15/90) battery modules
that use lithium nickel-manganese-cobalt technology to provide
the lithium-ion advantages of high energy, light weight, and
long cycle life without the fear of thermal runaway event under
abuse conditions. Each battery module is rated at 1.33 kWhr for a
total of 9.3 kWhr onboard. Each of the seven battery modules
contains four cell stacks for a total of 28 onboard cell stacks. Each
cell has a nominal cell voltage of 3.7 volts for a total battery stack
voltage of just under 103.6 volts. Under normal operating
conditions, your Empulse’s battery modules are rated for
thousands of charge cycles.

2. A Battery Management System (BMS) that monitors each battery
module’s State of Charge, current, cell voltage, and temperature.

3. An onboard charger connected to a standard J1772 charging
port connector.

Maximizing Batte
By following the t
performance of yo

• Operate your E
charge at temp

• Cell balance as
and environme
imbalances b
(batteries cha
balancing, the
perfectly matc

• Cycle the batte
months. 

• Charge battery
more than a m

Note:  Leaving you
cable connected w
when not in use.

Operating in Low
The batteries are d
(-10°C). When cha
modules will autom
their performance
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ets
ll outlet should be grounded and on a dedicated
 15A or more. That means there should be no other
es connected to the same circuit.

ed circuit is used, the current rating of the wall outlet
could be exceeded and cause it to trip or open. If you
es using the charging cord at a particular wall outlet,
g:

r wall outlet if available
er loads on the same circuit

s

xtension cord is not recommended. If an extension
ecause of limited access to a power outlet, please
lowing guidelines: 

tlet should be RCD protected.
on cord should be RCD protected
on cord should be 12 or 14 gage, and must be a 3 pin

on cord should be rated for outdoor usage.
ing cord automatically detects the amount of current it
he wall outlet. Using an extension cord with a long cord
 conductors may prevent the Empulse from charging.

 WARNING

nsion cord may increase the risk of electric shock or
. 
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USING THE CHARGING CABLE

The Empulse was supplied with a Level 1 charging cable that
connects between the bikes J1772 connector and a standard 110V
wall outlet.

Electrical Outl
Ideally, the wa
circuit rated at
major applianc

If a non dedicat
circuit breaker 
are having issu
try the followin

• Use anothe
• Remove oth

Extension cord

The use of an e
cord is used b
observe the fol

• The wall ou
• The extensi
• The extensi

conductor. 
• The extensi

Note: The charg
can draw from t
or smaller gage

 WARNING

Using the charging cord with a worn or damaged wall outlet may
cause a fire. Periodically, check the wall plug and charging cord while
the vehicle is charging. If the plug feels hot, unplug, the charging
cord and have the outlet replaced by a qualified electrician.

Use of an exte
other hazards
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C
T
t

T

S
T
r

W
t

flashing red, a fault has been detected. For safety
ing cord will not allow the Empulse to charge. 

le will automatically attempt to reset itself. If the
s for more than 30 seconds, unplug the charging
 to reset. If the fault remains, contact your Brammo
 for advice. 

RGING STATIONS
rging your Empulse using the supplied charging
le to charge it using the network of public EV

 EV charging stations are typically connected to a
0V) and are classed as a Level 2 charger. Charging
 a Level 2 charger will take less time than when
 charging cable.

charging the Empulse using one of these charging
e same as using the charging cable.
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onnecting and disconnecting the convenience charging cord
o charge the Empulse, the charging cable MUST be connected in
he following sequence:

1. Insert the plug into the wall outlet.
2. Attach the charging connector to the charging port on the

Empulse. 

o disconnect the charging cable: 

1. Disconnect charging connector from the Empulse. 
2. Remove the plug from the wall outlet. 

tatus indicators
he status indicators on the charging cable illuminate green or flash
ed to identify the charge cable status.

hen both the POWER AND CHARGING indicators are illuminated,
he Empulse will charge. 

If any indicator is 
reasons, the charg

The charging cab
flashing continue
cord from the wall
Authorized Dealer

PUBLIC EV CHA
In addition to cha
cable, it is possib
charging stations.
higher voltage (24
the Empulse from
using the supplied

The procedure for 
station is exactly th
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772 charging connector into the charging receptacle
ulse. Once connected, charging automatically starts.
uld be removed for security when charging in public.
feature, the headlight stays on while the Empulse is

 charging, the battery charging indicator on the
ent cluster is illuminated orange.

harging is complete, or at 100% State of Charge (SoC)
ery charging indicator turns green. 
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CHARGING THE EMPULSE

Your Empulse is designed to take a charge from any J1772 electric
vehicle charger (Level 1 - 110V or Level 2 - 240V).

1. Position your Empulse as close as possible to an available AC wall
outlet.

2. Open the charging cap on the Empulse by pressing the vertical
tab forward.

3. Plug the J1
on the Emp
The key sho
As a safety 
charging. 

During
instrum

When c
the batt

 WARNING

The use of an extension cord is not recommended, as they can
increase the risk of electric shock or other hazards (e.g., fire and trip).
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ALANCING
 battery cells balanced is vital for optimal battery

mo recommends that you leave your Empulse on
ith AC power connected to allow the cells to

 CHARGE
ttery modules report 100% SoC to the BMS, the
00%. Typically, you will see the % SoC toggling

d 99% once all battery modules reach 100% SoC.

E
ime it  takes to fully charge the Empulse is
 the remaining battery charge level and the

y supply (amperage and voltage).

llowing are approximate times to charge the
 depleted.

Charging Times

 8 Hours (0 – 99% SOC, no cell imbalances)

3.5 hours (0 – 99% SOC, no cell imbalances)
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he SoC is indicated in the upper left corner of the LCD. The LCD also
isplays the estimated time left to charge the Empulse to 100%.

TOPPING THE CHARGE PROCESS
hen the charging is complete or the desired SoC level is reached,

nplug the J1772 charger from the Empulse. 

fter disconnecting the charge cable, close the charging port cap to
revent the ingress of dirt and moisture into the charging port.

HARGING COMPLETE
nce the SoC reaches 99%, the majority of the charging is finished
nd your Empulse is ready to ride.

ote: Battery balancing occurs at the top of the charge cycle; therefore
our Empulse should be left plugged in periodically. 

BATTERY CELL B
Keeping all of the
performance. Bram
in charge mode w
balance.

100% STATE OF
When all of the ba
LCD will display 1
between 100% an

CHARGING TIM
The amount of t
dependent upon
available electricit

As a guide, the fo
batteries from fully

Level 1 - 110V

Level 2 - 240V
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f Charge.
/90 battery system indicates a State-of-Charge that is

 by counting the energy expended as current and
that to the present time voltage of the pack and cells.
, high current demands from the battery can cause
e to drop quickly resulting in less power being
ower = Voltage(Volts) x Current (Amps)) than when
ully charged.   If too much current is demanded, then
e for the batteries to reach their Low Voltage Cut-out
). If this occurs, the VCU will make the decision to
 the main relay on the Empulse to prevent potential
t damage to your battery system. To prevent a
hazardous situation, please be aware of and respond
ition by adjusting your riding style. Your Empulse will

een lights at the top of the display and display a “Low
rning on the digital LCD display when this condition
lity. When this happens you should safely reduce
 and avoid heavy throttle use until you can reach
here the Empulse can be recharged.

throttle demand
ltage sags as current is delivered from the battery,
throttle usage at a low SoC will amplify the effect. An
 when this condition might occur is at a racetrack,
ttle demand is very high. Be aware that reduced

 even main relay cut-out protection can occur with
 as 30%.   This is not a SoC inaccuracy as the energy is
le in the battery. Should you experience reduced
ain relay cut-out, you should safely reduce your

avoid heavy throttle use. 
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BATTERY SYSTEM PERFORMANCE GUIDE LINES
The Brammo Empulse is the world’s fastest production electric
motorcycle and represents the latest in electric motorcycle
technology. 

A key part of the Empulse is the BPM15/90 battery system, the
BMP15/90 is a “smart” battery module and communicates voltages,
currents, state-of-charge, temperature, humidity, and other
parameters to the Vehicle Control Unit (VCU) to monitor, and if
necessary, take action on to protect your battery modules from
permanent damage or degradation.

Here are some situations where the VCU will take corrective action to
protect your battery system:

1. Cold weather riding.
The internal resistance of battery cells increases in cold weather
(anywhere near or below 32°F or 0°C), creating more significant
voltage sag in the cells and less power being available. The
BPM 15/90 battery system has cell heaters that will work to
overcome this issue anytime the bike is turned on or charging. If
you are going to be riding in cold conditions, we recommend
keeping your Empulse plugged in overnight or giving it a 10-15
minute “warm-up” period before riding. If you’re riding at low
State-of-Charge (SoC) – say, below 30%, in cold conditions,
please be aware that this increased voltage drop can
manifest as a reduction in available power. When this
happens you should safely reduce your speed and adjust
your riding style accordingly.

2. Low State o
The BPM 15
calculated
comparing 
At low SoC
the voltag
available (P
the bike is f
it is possibl
point (LVC
disconnect
permanen
potentially 
to this cond
flash the gr
Battery” wa
is a possibi
your speed
a location w

3. Very heavy 
Because vo
very heavy 
example of
where thro
power and
SoC as high
still availab
power or m
speed and 
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nds that you always disconnect the Battery Safety
e working on any of the electrical systems. See
ISCONNECT”, page 51.

 WARNING

 high-voltage DC and AC electrical systems (103.6V
an be dangerous and cause personal injury, severe
hock and even fatal injury unless appropriate
ken.

s been designed and built with user safety as a
e be aware of the following precautions:

treme caution when working with or around any
als, cables, or other high voltage components.

ve and obey the instructions on labels attached to
 they are there for your safety.
age system has no user serviceable parts. Do not
remove or replace high voltage components, cables
.

 WARNING

tor during any service task; there is always the risk
bs, or tools coming into contact with rotating
ing, to serious injury or death.
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ervicing and Maintaining Your Empulseervice and Maintenance RequirementsAFETY PRECAUTIONS

his owner’s manual includes instructions on how to perform some
mportant maintenance tasks. If you have basic mechanical skills,
ou should be able to perform many of these tasks.

ther tasks that are more difficult and require special tools are best
erformed by professionals. Wheel removal should normally be
andled by a Brammo Authorized Dealer or a qualified mechanic. 

ome of the most important safety precautions follow. However, we
annot warn you of every conceivable hazard that can arise in
erforming maintenance. Only you can decide whether or not you
an or should perform a given task.

emember that your Brammo Authorized Service Agent or Dealer
nows your Empulse best and is fully equipped to maintain it. 

efore Starting Work
• Read the instructions before you begin, and make sure you have

the tools and skills required.
• To help prevent the Empulse from falling over, park it on a firm,

level surface, using the kickstand or a maintenance stand to
provide support.

• Make sure the ignition is off and the key removed before you
begin any maintenance or repair.

Electric Shock Ha

Brammo recomme
Disconnect befor
“BATTERY SAFETY D

Moving Parts

 WARNING

Failure to properly follow maintenance instructions and precautions
can cause you to be seriously injured or killed. Always follow the
procedures and precautions in this owner’s manual.

Your Empulse has
nominal) which c
burns, electric s
precautions are ta

Your Empulse ha
priority but pleas

• Always use ex
battery termin

• Always obser
components -

• The high volt
disassemble, 
or connectors

Never run the mo
of clothing, lim
components lead
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OUR EMPULSE
ur Empulse in good shape, this section of the owner’s
s a maintenance schedule for required service, a list
cks you should perform at least once a month, and
structions for specific maintenance tasks. You’ll also
t safety precautions, information on fluids and

 tips for keeping your Empulse looking great.

 table summarizes the types of inspections and
mmendations for your Empulse. Both the pre-ride
 the scheduled maintenance at the recommended
cessary to ensure safe and dependable performance.
ecks provide additional confidence in your Empulse’s

e Interval Performed by

Before every ride You

At least monthly You

As stated on maintenance 
schedule

Your Brammo 
Authorized Dealer
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Servicing and Maintaining Your Empulse

THE IMPORTANCE OF MAINTENANCE

Keeping your Empulse well-maintained is absolutely essential to
your safety. It’s also a good way to protect your investment, get
maximum performance, avoid breakdowns, and have more fun. A
properly maintained Empulse will also help to reduce costly future
repairs.

Remember, proper maintenance is the owner’s responsibility. Be
sure to inspect your Empulse before each ride, perform the periodic
checks, and follow the maintenance schedule in this section. 

If your Empulse overturns or is involved in a crash, be sure your
Brammo Authorized Dealer inspects all major parts.

To ensure the best quality and reliability, use only new Brammo Parts
or their equivalents for repair and replacement.

SERVICING Y
To help keep yo
manual include
of periodic che
step-by-step in
find importan
lubricants, and

The following
servicing reco
inspection and
intervals are ne
The periodic ch
performance.

 WARNING

Improperly maintaining your Empulse or failing to correct a problem
before you ride can cause a crash in which you could be seriously
hurt or killed.

Always follow the inspections and maintenance recommendations
and schedules in this owner’s manual.

Inspection typ

Pre-ride 
inspection

Periodic 
maintenance

Scheduled 
maintenance
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 headlight, running light, brake light, taillight,
d turn signals are working properly.

eplay of the throttle grip. Ensure that it turns
returns to the closed position when released.

n, adjust tension, and lubricate as needed.

 have a full supply of spare fuses.

r fasteners and tighten as required.
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ERIODIC MAINTENANCE
n addition to the regularly scheduled maintenance and daily pre-
ide inspections, consider performing the following periodic checks
t least once a month, even if you haven’t ridden your Empulse, or as
ften as once a week if you ride frequently or for long distances. It’s a
ood idea to perform this maintenance any time you clean your
mpulse.

heck the odometer reading and per form any scheduled
aintenance checks that are needed. 

ote: Perform these checks more often if you ride frequently, for long
istances, or in severe conditions.

heels and Tires
• Check the air pressure with a gauge and add air if needed. 
• Examine the tread for wear. Look closely for nails, embedded

objects, cuts, and other types of damage. Roll your Empulse so
you can inspect the entire surface of the front and rear tires.

• Check the condition of the wheels.

rake Fluid
• Check the fluid levels of the front and rear brake fluid reservoirs.

Add the correct fluid as necessary and investigate the cause of
any low fluid levels.

lutch Fluid
• Check the fluid level of the clutch fluid reservoir. Add the correct

fluid as necessary and investigate the cause of any low fluid level.

Lights
• Make sure the

license light, an

Throttle Freeplay
• Check the fre

smoothly and 

Drive Chain
• Check conditio

Fuses
• Make sure you

Nuts and Bolts
• Check the majo
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d that you have your Brammo Authorized Dealer
tasks unless you have advanced mechanical skills and
ols and equipment.

feel capable of performing a given task or need
ember that your Brammo Authorized Dealer knows
est and is fully equipped to maintain and repair it. If
o your own maintenance, use only Brammo Parts or

ts for repair or replacement to ensure the best quality

e-ride inspection and owner maintenance at each
tenance period.

he maintenance schedule requires some mechanical
rtain items (particularly those marked * and **) may
chnical information and tools. Consult your Brammo
ler.
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MAINTENANCE RECORD
Keeping an accurate maintenance record (see “Maintenance Record”,
page 99) will help ensure that your Empulse is properly maintained.
Retain detailed receipts to verify the maintenance was performed. If
the Empulse is sold, these receipts should be transferred to the new
owner. 

Make sure whoever performs the maintenance completes the
appropriate record. All scheduled maintenance, including the 600
mile (1,000 km) initial maintenance, is considered a normal owner
operating cost, and you will be charged by your Brammo Authorized
Dealer.

SCHEDULED MAINTENANCE
The required maintenance schedule that follows specifies how often
you should have your Empulse serviced and what items need
attention. It is essential to have your Empulse serviced as scheduled
to maintain safe, dependable performance.

The service intervals in this maintenance schedule are based on
average riding conditions. Some items will need more frequent
service if you ride in unusually wet or dusty areas. Consult your
Brammo Authorized Dealer for recommendations applicable to your
individual needs and use.

Some items in the maintenance schedule can be performed with
basic mechanical skills and hand tools. Procedures for these items
are provided in this manual. Other items involve more extensive
procedures and may require special training, tools, and equipment.

We recommen
perform these 
the required to

If you do not 
assistance, rem
your Empulse b
you decide to d
their equivalen
and reliability.

Perform the pr
scheduled main

Each item on t
knowledge. Ce
require more te
Authorized Dea
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M
T r your Empulse. Both the pre-ride inspection and
t d dependable performance. The periodic checks
p
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√ √ √ Page 52

AND/OR DIRTY AREAS or 
e if needed. Page 67

√ √ √ Page 59

√ √ √

√
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aintenance Schedule
he following table summarizes the types of inspections and servicing recommendations fo
he scheduled maintenance at the recommended intervals are necessary to ensure safe an
rovide additional confidence in your Empulse’s performance.

Items to Check

Odometer Reading/time Interval (Whic
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Throttle Operation
• Twist throttle to ensure smooth action and 

“snap” back to 0% throttle.
√ √ √ √ √

Drive Chain
• Check chain condition, tension, alignment (*)
• Adjust and lubricate chain

EVERY 300 MILES and after RIDING IN WET 
washing the Empulse. Replac

Gear Oil (*)
• Change (warm gearbox before changing) Optional √ √ √ √

Cooling System
• Inspect hoses for cracks and leaks
• Inspect fluid level

√ √ √ √ √

• Change coolant (*)
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√ √ √ Page 56

√ √ √ Page 56

√ √ √

√ √
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√ √ √

√ √ √ Page 66
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Front Brakes 
• Check operation, fluid level, look for leaks.
• Replace pads if needed (**)

√ √ √ √ √

Rear Brake
• Check operation, fluid level, look for leaks
• Replace pads if needed (**)

√ √ √ √ √

Brake System, Front And Rear
• Inspect hoses, caliper and bolts √ √ √ √ √

• Replace brake fluid (**) √

Brake Light Switch, Front And Rear
• Check operation √ √ √ √ √

Signals And Headlight
• Check operation.
• Adjust headlight beam if needed (*)

√ √ √ √ √

Kickstand
• Check operation
• Apply all-purpose grease to pivot

√ √ √ √ √

Items to Check

Odometer Reading/time Interval (W
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√ √ √

√ √

√ √ √ Page 53

√ √ √

√ √ √ Page 64

√ √ √ Page 64
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Front Forks
• Check operation, look for leaks √ √ √ √ √

• Replace suspension oil (**) √

Rear Shock
• Check operation, look for leaks

√ √ √ √ √

Fasteners (*)
• Check all chassis fasteners and fittings
• Tighten and adjust as needed.

√ √ √ √ √

Tires
• Check air pressure.
• Inspect tread depth
• Look for cracks or damage

√ √ √ √ √

Wheels
• Inspect for out of round, or dents
• Replace if necessary (**)

√ √ √ √ √

Items to Check

Odometer Reading/time Interval (Whic
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√ √ √

√ √ √ Page 70

√ √ √

√ √ √

√ √ √

he proper tools, service data and are 

thorized Service Agent or Dealer.

hichever Occurs Soonest)
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Steering Bearings (**)
• Check for looseness
• Repack with all-purpose grease

√ √ √ √ √

Battery Inspection (**)
• Look for visible damage to modules or cables √ √ √ √ √

Clutch Master Cylinder
• Check operation
• Inspect fluid level

√ √ √ √ √

Motor (**)
• Check operation
• Visually inspect power cables for any cracks 

or damage

√ √ √ √ √

Clutch Assembly (*)
• Inspect clutch plates and springs

√ √ √

(*) Should be serviced by your Brammo Authorized Service Agent or Dealer, unless you have t
mechanically qualified. 
(**) In the interests of safety, we recommend these items be serviced only by your Brammo Au

Items to Check

Odometer Reading/time Interval (W
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Component LocationsHANDL

1. Clutch lever
2. Clutch fluid reservoir
3. Front brake fluid reservoir
4. Front brake lever
5. Throttle
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EBARS
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LEFT

1. Fuse box (under upper body panel)
2. Front brake caliper
3. Kickstand
4. Drive chain
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-HAND SIDE OF THE EMPULSE
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RIGHT-

1. Rear brake fluid reservoir
2. Fuse box (under upper body panel)
3. High voltage connector (behind

upper body insert)
4. Rear brake caliper
5. Rear suspension spring
6. Transmission oil - drain plug
7. Transmission oil - fill plug
8. Coolant filler cap (behind front cover)
9. Front brake caliper
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HAND SIDE OF THE EMPULSE
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 seat on the Empulse and make sure the seat tongue
nto the mounting bracket.
retaining bolt and washers and tighten to 8 Nm.
the front and rear edges of the seat are firmly secured

lse.

 WARNING

loose or incorrectly fitted seat could cause you to crash
ly injured.
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Body PanelsREMOVAL AND INSTALLATION OF BODY PANELS

The removal of some of the body panels is required for normal
inspection and service of the Empulse. Use the following procedures
to remove the body panels as required.

SEAT

1. Remove the bolt securing the seat assembly to the Empulse and
collect the washers.

2. Lift the rear of the seat and remove.

Installation

1. Position the
is inserted i

2. Fit the seat 
3. Check that 

to the Empu

 WARNING

To prevent the risk of an electric shock, always make sure that the
ignition switch is in the Off position and the key is removed. Never
work on the Empulse if the charging cable is connected.

Riding with a 
and be serious
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U f the upper body panel and carefully slide the
nel rearwards to release it from the upper body

per body panel.

store body panels face up to prevent the painted
ecoming scratched.

ion the upper body panel on the Empulse and
correctly located under the upper body insert.

sitioning the panel, make sure that no harnesses or
apped between the panel and the frame.

the four retaining bolts to correctly align the panel

r bolts to 1 Nm.
. See “SEAT”, page 47.
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PPER BODY PANEL
1. Remove the seat. See “SEAT”, page 47.

2. Remove the two bolts securing the rear of the upper body panel
to the frame. Collect the washers.

3. Remove the two bolts securing the front of the upper body panel
to the frame.

4. Lift the rear o
upper body pa
insert.

5. Remove the up

Note: Always 
surfaces from b

Installation
1. Carefully posit

make sure it is 

Note: When po
cables will be tr

2. Loosely install 
to the frame.

3. Tighten the fou
4. Install the seat
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dels only: Lift the upper body insert to gain access to
 harness connector and disconnect the connector.
 upper body insert.

 upper body insert on the Empulse and make sure it
located around the charging connector.

 positioning the panel, make sure that no harnesses or
e trapped between the panel and the frame.

tall the three retaining bolts to correctly align the
 frame.

 three bolts to 1 Nm.
pper body panel. See “UPPER BODY PANEL”, page 48.
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UPPER BODY INSERT
1. Remove the upper body panel. See “UPPER BODY PANEL”, page 48.

2. Remove the bolt securing the rear of the upper body insert to
the frame.

3. Remove the two bolts securing the front of the upper body panel
to the frame. Take care not to scratch the panel when removing
the bolts.

4. For 2013 mo
the speaker

5. Remove the

Installation
1. Position the

is correctly 

Note: When
cables will b

2. Loosely ins
panel to the

3. Tighten the
4. Install the u
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F

I

wo upper bolts securing the body panel to the
ting bracket.
wo lower bolts securing the body panel to the
er mounting bracket. 
ve the body panel.

dy panel and loosely install the retaining bolts to
the panel to the mounting brackets.
r bolts to 1 Nm.
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RONT COVER

1. Remove the two upper bolts securing the front cover to the
frame. 

2. Remove the two lower bolts securing the front cover to the
radiator mounting bracket.

3. Carefully release the front cover from the body panel and
remove.

nstallation
1. Position the front cover and make sure it is correctly located

inside the body panel.

Note: When positioning the panel, make sure that no harnesses or
cables will be trapped between the panel and the frame.

2. Loosely install the retaining bolts to correctly align the panel to
the frame and body panel.

3. Tighten the four bolts to 1 Nm.

BODY PANEL

1. Remove the t
radiator moun

2. Remove the t
motor controll

3. Carefully remo

Installation
1. Position the bo

correctly align 
2. Tighten the fou
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p from the underside of the frame, locate the blue
he connector.
tton and separate the two halves of the connector.
 two halves of the connector outside the frame as a
der to reconnect it when work is complete.

e Battery Safety Disconnect, position the two halves
r in the frame and then fully insert the lower half into

l it ‘clicks’ into position.

 WARNING

cting the Battery Safety Disconnect, the Empulse must
n to allow for a full electrical system test and then, if
rged.
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Maintenance BATTERY SAFETY DISCONNECT

Brammo recommends that you always disconnect the Battery Safety
Disconnect before working on any of the electrical systems.

To disconnect the Battery Safety Disconnect:

1. Remove the upper body insert See “UPPER BODY INSERT”,
page 49.

2. Remove the front cover See “FRONT COVER”, page 50.

3. Locate the upper and lower halves of the Battery Safety
Disconnect.

4. Reaching u
button on t

5. Press the bu
6. Position the

visual remin

Reconnection

To reconnect th
of the connecto
upper half unti

 WARNING

High voltage (103.6V nominal) exists on your Empulse; use extreme
caution when working with or around any battery terminals, cables,
bus bars, or other high voltage components. 

After reconne
be powered o
necessary, cha
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T
Y
T

I

Y
o
t
B

e throttle assembly is positioned properly and
ted on the handlebars.
 throttle housing and throttle grip are not binding
f dirt and debris.

oth rotation of the throttle from fully open to fully
ottle should snap fully closed when released from

e throttle grip and bar end have adequate
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HROTTLE
our Empulse is equipped with a fly-by-wire electronic throttle.
here is no throttle cable or throttle freeplay to inspect or adjust. 

nspection

ou should ensure that the throttle assembly is secure and that it
perates smoothly and freely. If the throttle assembly is loose or if

here is any binding or sticking, inspect the following or contact your
rammo Authorized Dealer.

1. Check that th
securely moun

2. Check that the
and are clean o

3. Check for smo
closed. The thr
fully open.

4. Check that th
clearance.

 WARNING

A sticking throttle could result in a runaway condition that could
cause a crash in which you can be seriously hurt or killed. If your
throttle is sticking, determine what is causing the sticking and
remedy the problem before riding your Empulse.
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ing (right fork) - rotate the adjuster screw clockwise
mping (+) and counter-clockwise to soften it (-).

etting= two full turns out from the full in position.

amping (left fork) - rotate the adjuster screw clockwise
mping (+) and counter-clockwise to soften it (-).

etting= two full turns out from the full in position.
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SUSPENSION ADJUSTMENT
Front Forks - Empulse

Spring preload adjustment nuts (both forks). Adjusting the preload
lets you change the “unloaded” sag of the suspension system

• Turning the nut clockwise increases the spring preload and
reduces the “unloaded” sag of the suspension system.

• Turning the nut counter-clockwise decreases the spring preload
and increases the “unloaded” sag of the suspension system

To adjust the spring preload, always start from the minimum preload
position (nut turned fully counter-clockwise). Take note of number
of turns and adjust both forks equally.

Note:  Factory setting= three full turns in from the full out position.

Rebound damp
to stiffen the da

Note:  Factory s

Compression d
to stiffen the da

Note:  Factory s
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F

S
c

T
p
o

N

g - rotate the adjuster screw clockwise to stiffen
nd counter-clockwise to soften it (-).

ng= two full turns out from the full in position.

ping - rotate the adjuster screw clockwise to stiffen
d counter-clockwise to soften it (-).

ng= two full turns out from the full in position.
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ront Forks - Empulse R

pring preload adjustment nuts. Adjusting the preload lets you
hange the “unloaded” sag of the suspension system

• Turning the nut clockwise increases the spring preload and
reduces the “unloaded” sag of the suspension system.

• Turning the nut counter-clockwise decreases the spring preload
and increases the “unloaded” sag of the suspension system

o adjust the spring preload, always start from the minimum preload
osition (nut turned fully counter-clockwise). Take note of number
f turns and adjust both forks equally.

ote:  Factory setting= three full turns in from the full out position.

Rebound dampin
the damping (+) a

Note:  Factory setti

Compression dam
the damping (+) an

Note:  Factory setti
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amping (Empulse R only) - rotate the adjuster
o stiffen the damping (H) and counter-clockwise to
.

ry setting= 1.25 turns from full in position.
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Rear Shock

1. Spring pre-load - adjust the spring pre-load by rotating the two
pre-load rings:
• counter-clockwise to decrease the pre-load.
• clockwise to increase the pre-load.

To adjust the pre-load back to the original setting used during
manufacture, raise the rear wheel off the ground using a safety
stand or a hoist. Rotate the pre-load ring counter-clockwise until
it is loose the rotate the pre-load ring clockwise four turns.

2. Compression damping (Empulse R only) - rotate the adjuster
clockwise to stiffen the damping (+) and counter-clockwise to
soften it (-).

Note:  Factory setting= 18 clicks (2.25 turns) from full in position.

3. Rebound d
clockwise t
soften it (S)

Note: Facto
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rake Fluid

d fluid is DOT 4 brake fluid. Be sure to read the
ng the sealed container.

tion
encing any work on your Empulse, refer to “SAFETY

e 36.

e in an upright position on a firm, level surface.

servoir: The sight glass should be a solid dark color
op. Rock the bike slightly to check the level.

 WARNING

ke fluid from an airtight container. Fluid from open
viously bled from the system will have absorbed
ill adversely affect performance and must not be
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RAKES

our Empulse is equipped with a front and rear hydraulic braking
ystem. 

s the brake pads wear, the brake fluid levels will drop. A leak in
ither of the systems will also cause the level to drop. Frequently

nspect the systems to ensure there are no fluid leaks. 

eriodically inspect the brake fluid levels and the brake pads for
ear. If the brake lever or brake pedal freeplay does not feel within

he normal range while riding, check the brake pads for wear. 

orn pads should be replaced. If the pads are not worn beyond the
ecommended limit, there is probably air in the brake system. See
our Brammo Authorized Dealer to have the air bled from the
ystem.

Recommended B

The recommende
label before openi

Fluid Level Inspec
Note:  Before comm
PRECAUTIONS”, pag

Place your Empuls

Front brake fluid re
all the way to the t

 WARNING

Brake fluid is highly toxic; keep containers sealed and out of the
reach of children. If accidental consumption of fluid is suspected,
seek medical attention immediately.

I f  the fluid comes into contact with the skin or eyes,  r inse
immediately with plenty of water.

Brake fluid can damage plastic and painted surfaces. Handle with
care, and wipe up spills immediately. 

Only use new bra
containers or pre
moisture, which w
used.
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r
r depends upon the severity of usage, the type of
d conditions. Generally, the pads will wear faster on
oads. Inspect the pads at each regular maintenance

 both pads in each brake caliper, and always replace
 set.

ke pad material thickness = 1 mm. Brake pads
laced by your Brammo Authorized Dealer if the
 than 1 mm.
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Rear brake fluid reservoir: The fluid level should be above the MIN
mark.

If your inspection indicates a low fluid level, have your Brammo
Authorized Dealer add the recommended brake fluid. Do not add or
replace brake fluid yourself, except in an emergency. If you do add
fluid, have your Brammo Authorized Dealer check the system as
soon as possible. 

Brake Pad Wea
Brake pad wea
riding, and roa
wet and dirty r
interval.

Always inspect
brake pads as a

Minimum bra
should be rep
thickness is less
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C

Y
P
f
w
C

R

T
t

tion
encing any work on your Empulse, refer to “SAFETY

e 36.

e in an upright position on a firm, level surface.

uld be above the MIN mark.

 indicates a low fluid level, have your Brammo
 add the recommended brake/clutch fluid. Do not
d yourself, except in an emergency. If you do add
rammo Authorized Dealer check the system as
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LUTCH

our Empulse is  equipped with a hydraulic clutch system.
eriodically inspect the clutch fluid level. If the clutch lever does not

eel within the normal range, or you have difficulty changing gear
hile riding, inspect the system to ensure there is not a fluid leak.
ontact your Brammo Authorized Dealer for assistance.

ecommended Clutch Fluid

he recommended fluid is DOT 4 brake/clutch fluid. Be sure to read
he label before opening the sealed container.

Fluid Level Inspec
Note:  Before comm
PRECAUTIONS”, pag

Place your Empuls

The fluid level sho

If your inspection
Authorized Dealer
add or replace flui
fluid, have your B
soon as possible. 

 WARNING

Clutch fluid is highly toxic; keep containers sealed and out of the
reach of children. If accidental consumption of fluid is suspected,
seek medical attention immediately.

I f  the fluid comes into contact with the skin or eyes,  r inse
immediately with plenty of water.

Clutch fluid can damage plastic and painted surfaces. Handle with
care, and wipe up spills immediately. 

 WARNING

Only use new clutch fluid from an airtight container. Fluid from open
containers or previously bled from the system will have absorbed
moisture, which will adversely affect performance and must not be
used.
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 oil filler plug.

 oil drain plug and allow the oil to drain.
rain plug and inspect the sealing washer for damage.
 washer if necessary.
rain plug and tighten to 25 Nm.
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TRANSMISSION OIL

The transmission oil should be changed every 3,000 mi (4,800 km)
after the initial break-in period. Depending on riding conditions, it
may be necessary to change the oil more frequently. Speak to your
Brammo Authorized Dealer for more information.

Note: There is no oil filter that needs to be replaced or cleaned.

Draining the transmission oil
It is recommended that the transmission oil is drained when the
transmission is at its normal operating temperature. Prior to draining
the oil, ride the Empulse for at least 10 minutes before stopping and
removing the ignition key.

1. Position a drain pan below the transmission.
2. Clean the area around the oil filler plug.

3. Remove the

4. Remove the
5. Clean the d

Replace the
6. Install the d

 WARNING

The Empulse’s Limited Warranty will be invalidated if damage is
caused by the use of improper transmission oil. Failure to use an oil
that meets the required specification could cause excessive wear, a
build-up of sludge and deposits. It could  also result in transmission
failure.

Do not use oil additives of any type as transmission damage could
occur.
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R
T
g

D
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efilling the transmission oil
he transmission should be filled with the Empulse standing on level
round and supported on the kickstand.

1. Fill the transmission with approximately 1.0L (1 quart) of
Synthetic 10W-30 API GL-1 Motorcycle oil (wet clutch approved).

2. Install the oil filler plug and tighten to 15 Nm.
3. Clean the exterior of the transmission to remove any oil deposits.

isposal of used transmission oil

 WARNING

It is illegal to pollute drains, water ways or soil. Only use authorized
waste disposal sites to dispose of used oil and other fluids from the
Empulse.
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 brake pads from the rotor and position the caliper
ide. Support the caliper and avoid twisting the brake

 two bolts securing RH front brake caliper to the front

 brake pads from the rotor and position the caliper
ide. Support the caliper and avoid twisting the brake

d depressing the front brake lever with the calipers
void getting grease, oil, or dirt on the disc or pad

 two left-side front axle pinch bolts.
 two right-side front axle pinch bolts.
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FRONT WHEEL REMOVAL/INSTALLATION
Note: Before commencing any work on your Empulse, refer to “SAFETY
PRECAUTIONS”, page 36.

We recommend that removal of the wheel be done by your Brammo
Authorized Dealer or another qualified mechanic. Do not attempt to
remove the wheel on your own. Wheel removal requires mechanical
skill and professional tools.

Removal
1. Park your Empulse on a firm, level surface.
2. Support the Empulse securely and raise the front wheel off the

ground using a safety stand or a hoist.

3. Remove the two bolts securing LH front brake caliper to the front
forks.

4. Release the
assembly as
hose.

5. Remove the
forks.

6. Release the
assembly as
hose.

Note: Avoi
removed. A
surfaces.

7. Loosen the
8. Loosen the
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MOVAL/INSTALLATION
encing any work on your Empulse, refer to “SAFETY
e 36.

at removal of the wheel be done by your Brammo
 or another qualified mechanic. Do not attempt to
 on your own. Wheel removal requires mechanical

al tools.

ulse on a firm, level surface.
mpulse securely and raise the rear wheel off the
 safety stand or a hoist.

le nut and washer securing the rear axle.
ar axle and lower the wheel.
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9. Using a 27 mm wrench or socket, remove the front axle nut.
0. Remove the axle and wheel.

nstallation
1. Position the wheel and insert the front axle. Verify that the axle is

fully seated, then install and tighten the axle nut to 115 Nm.
2. Tighten the four front axle pinch bolts to 5 Nm.
3. Clean the mating faces of the brake caliper assemblies and forks.
4. Position the calipers on the front forks.
5. Clean the threads of the caliper bolts and apply a small drop of

Loctite 243 to the threads.
6. Install the caliper bolts and tighten to 46 Nm.

ote: If a torque wrench was not used during installation, see your
rammo Authorized Service Agent as soon as possible to verify proper
ssembly. Improper assembly may lead to loss of braking capability.

REAR WHEEL RE
Note: Before comm
PRECAUTIONS”, pag

We recommend th
Authorized Dealer
remove the wheel
skill and profession

Removal
1. Park your Emp
2. Support the E

ground using a

3. Remove the ax
4. Remove the re
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ear axle from the left side of the swingarm, through
the caliper mounting bracket and through the right
wingarm.

he rear axle is correctly located in the slot on the left
ock.
ear axle nut and washer.
drive chain tension and adjust as necessary. See

IN”, page 67.
 rear axle nut to 55 Nm.

e wrench was not used during installation, see your
rized Service Agent as soon as possible to verify proper
per assembly may lead to loss of braking capability.
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5. Release the caliper mounting bracket from the swingarm and
then carefully remove the caliper assembly from the disc.

6. Support the caliper assembly once removed. Do not twist the
brake hose. Avoid getting grease, oil, or dirt on the disc or pad
surfaces. 

Note: Avoid depressing the rear brake lever with the wheel removed. 
7. Move the rear wheel fully forward and release the drive chain

from the rear wheel sprocket.
8. Remove the rear wheel.

Installation
1. Position the rear wheel between the swing arm and install the

chain on to the rear sprocket.
2. Using assistance, raise the rear wheel while positioning the rear

caliper assembly on the brake disc and locating it in the slot on
the swingarm.

3. Insert the r
the wheel, 
side of the s

4. Make sure t
side axle bl

5. Install the r
6. Check the 

“DRIVE CHA
7. Tighten the

Note: If a torqu
Brammo Autho
assembly. Impro
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e some degree of self-sealing ability if they are
er, because leakage is often very slow, you should
nctures whenever a tire is not fully inflated.

pressure when your tires are “cold” – after the
 parked for at least three hours. If you check air
r tires are “warm” – even if your Empulse has only

ew miles – the readings will be higher. If you let air
 to match the recommended cold pressures, the
inflated.

 “cold” tire pressures are:

ck the tire pressures, you should also inspect the
ee if any of the following are evident:

or any other damage to the wheel. Replace the
ed.
es in the side of the tire or the tread. Replace any
ump or bulge.
racks in the tire. Replace the tire if you can see

13 Models 2014 Models

20 kPa / 2.25 kgf/cm2 
2 PSI

248 kPa / 2.53 kgf/cm2 
36 PSI

34 kPa / 2.39 kgf/cm2

4 PSI
290 kPa / 2.95 kgf/cm2

42 PSI
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IRES

o safely operate your Empulse, your tires must be the proper type
nd size, in good condition with adequate tread, and correctly

nflated for the load you are carrying.

he following gives detailed information on how and when to check
our air pressure, how to inspect your tires for wear and damage,
nd our recommendations for tire repair and replacement.

ire Pressures
ote: Before commencing any work on your Empulse, refer to “SAFETY
RECAUTIONS”, page 36.

roperly inflated tires provide the best combination of handling,
read life, and riding comfort.

enerally, under-inflated tires wear unevenly, adversely affect
andling, and are more likely to fail from being overheated.
verinflated tires make your Empulse ride harshly, are more prone to
amage from road hazards, and wear unevenly.

e recommend that you visually inspect your tires before every ride
nd use an air pressure gauge to check the air pressure at least once
 month or any time you think the tires might be low.

Tubeless tires hav
punctured. Howev
look closely for pu

Always check air 
Empulse has been
pressure when you
been ridden for a f
out of warm tires
tires will be under-

The recommended

Inspection
Whenever you che
wheel and tire to s

• Dents, cracks 
wheel if damag

• Bumps or bulg
tire that has a b

• Cuts, slits, or c
fabric or cord.

 WARNING

Using tires that are excessively worn or improperly inflated can cause
an accident in which you can be seriously hurt or killed. Follow the
instructions in this owner’s manual regarding tire inflation and
maintenance.

20

Front
2
3

Rear
2
3
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ent

ame on your Empulse were designed to match the
apabilities of your Empulse and provide the best
f handling, braking, durability, and comfort. You

 the tires with tires of the same size, load range, and

ded tire sizes for your Empulse are:

replace a tire, remember to have the wheel balanced
mounted

 WARNING

roper tires on your Empulse can affect the handling
This can cause a crash in which you can be seriously
Always use the size and type of tires recommended in
anual.

nded that the replacement of wheels and tires is
your Brammo Authorized Service Agent or Dealer.

120/70-17 

180/55-17 
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• Nails or other foreign objects embedded in the side of the tire or
tread. Repair or replace the tire

• Excessive tread wear. 
Note: If you hit a pothole or hard object while riding, pull to the side of
the road as soon as you safely can and carefully inspect the tires for
damage.

Tread Wear
For the best performance, the tire should be replaced by your
Brammo Authorized Service Agent or Dealer before the tread depth
at the center reaches the following limits:

Tire age degradation
Tires degrade over time due to the effects of ultraviolet light,
extreme temperatures, high loads, and environmental conditions. It
is recommended that tires are replaced every six years, but may
require replacement more frequently.

Tire Replacem

The tires that c
performance c
combination o
should replace
speed rating. 

The recommen

Whenever you 
after the tire is 

Front 1.5 mm (0.06 inch)

Rear 2.0 mm (0.08 inch)

Mounting imp
and stability. 
hurt or killed. 
this owner’s m

It is recomme
performed by 

Front

Rear
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K
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P

e kickstand assembly is working properly. If the
iff or squeaky, clean the pivot area and lubricate
ith clean grease.

stand spring for damage or loss of tension.
stand system cut-off:
 Empulse in drive mode (see “ENABLING THE DRIVE
e 20).
kstand. The drive system should be enabled.
kstand. The drive system should be disabled.

stem doesn’t enable with the kickstand up or disable
 down, contact your Brammo Authorized Dealer for
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ICKSTAND
ote: Before commencing any work on your Empulse, refer to “SAFETY
RECAUTIONS”, page 36.

1. Kickstand sensor
2. Kickstand magnet
3. Kickstand spring

Inspection
1. Check that th

kickstand is st
the pivot pin w

2. Check the kick
3. Check the kick

• Power up the
SYSTEM”, pag

• Raise the kic
• Lower the kic

Note: If the drive sy
with the kickstand
service.
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n of the drive chain should be checked (and adjusted, if
 300 miles (500 km) 

hould be supported using a rear wheel stand when
ain tension.

ion in the lower drive chain at the mid point between
this is approximately level with the edge of the tire.
flection in the drive chain (A) should be measured

ce only (no greater than 1kg (2.2lbs)) and should not

el, and repeat the measurement at the same point
en the sprockets.
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DRIVE CHAIN
Note:  Before commencing any work on your Empulse, refer to “SAFETY
PRECAUTIONS”, page 36.

A 86-link (2014 models: 84 link) 520 ISO X-Ring Chain connects the
motor’s 14 tooth sprocket to the rear wheel’s 38 tooth sprocket. 

The service life of the chain depends on proper lubrication and
adjustment. Poor maintenance can cause premature wear or
damage to the drive chain or sprockets. The drive chain should be
checked, adjusted, and lubricated as part of the pre-ride inspection
(see “PRE-RIDE INSPECTION”, page 18). Under severe usage, or when
the Empulse is ridden in unusually dusty or muddy areas, more
frequent maintenance will be necessary. 

Before servicing your drive chain, turn the ignition switch to the Off
position and lower the kickstand. It is not necessary to remove the
dr ive  chain  to per form the recommended s er v ice  in  the
maintenance schedule.

Inspection 
Note: The tensio
necessary) every

The Empulse s
checking the ch

Check the tens
the sprockets, 
The vertical de
using hand for
exceed 17mm.

Rotate the whe
midway betwe
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lse on a rear wheel stand with the ignition switch
ion.

 wrench or socket, loosen the rear axle nut.
k nuts on the drive chain adjusting bolts on both
ingarm.
left and right drive chain adjusting bolts an equal
s until the correct drive chain tension is obtained. 
e chain adjusting bolts clockwise to tighten the

ve chain adjusting bolts counter-clockwise and
eel forwards to loosen the chain tension.

in tension at a point midway between the front
t and the rear wheel sprocket. Move the Empulse
check the chain tension.
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t is recommended you repeat the measurement several times to get
n average value for the chain deflection in case there are any tight
pots on the chain.

nspect the drive chain for:

• Damaged rollers
• Dry or rusted links
• Excessive wear
• Improper adjustments

eplace the drive chain if it has damaged rollers, loose pins, or kinks
hat cannot be freed. Lubricate any kinked or binding links and work
hem free. Adjust chain slack if needed.

nspect the front motor sprocket and rear wheel sprocket teeth for
xcessive wear or damage. If necessary, have your Brammo
uthorized Dealer replace a worn sprocket.

Adjustment
1. Place the Empu

in the Off posit

2. Using a 27 mm
3. Loosen the loc

sides of the sw
4. Turn both the 

number of turn
• Turn the driv

chain. 
• Turn the dri

push the wh

Check the cha
motor sprocke
forward and re
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 O-ring chain with a rag and soapy water, rinse it off
ay of water, and when it dries, lubricate the chain with
ain spray. The only maintenance an O-ring chain

be kept in adjustment and lubricated regularly to
on.

a high quality lubricant every 300 miles (500 km), or
hain appears dry. When operating in wet, hot, dry,
onditions, you may need to lubricate the chain more

eplacement
 of the chain is not required for normal maintenance.

rive chain requires specialized equipment and should be
ur Brammo Authorized Dealer.

 WARNING

a chain after contact with road salt or salt water and
 with a recommended lubricant.

 lubricants O-Ring and X-ring chain compatible.
Apply as directed on can. Use a rag to 
prevent over spray on the Empulse, 
especially on the tires and brake rotors. 
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5. Use the measuring marks, “teeth” on the chain adjusters aligned
with the end of the swing arm to check the alignment of the
swingarm. Make sure that the mark positions are equal on the
left and right sides. If the rear axle is misaligned, turn the right or
left adjusting bolts until the distances are equal. 

6. Torque the rear axle nut to 55 Nm.

Note: If a torque wrench is not used during installation, see your
Brammo Authorized Dealer as soon as possible to verify proper
assembly. Improper assembly may lead to loss of braking capability.

7. Tighten the drive chain adjusting bolts lightly by turning them
counter-clockwise, then tighten the lock nuts by holding the
drive chain adjusting bolts with a wrench.

8. Recheck the drive chain tension.

Cleaning

Wipe down the
with a light spr
O-ring safe ch
requires is to 
prevent corrosi

Lubrication
Lubricate with 
sooner if the c
and/or dusty c
frequently.

Removal and R
Note:  Removal

Replace of the d
carried out by yo

Always clean 
then lubricate

Recommended
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ATTERIES

he battery modules used on the Empulse are maintenance free.
side from normal charging, there is no other maintenance to
erform on the battery modules. The maintenance schedule

equires battery inspection every 3,000 miles (4,800 km). This is a
isual inspection to verify that all battery modules are secure, the
attery cable bolts are tight, and all modules are properly charged
nd balanced (see “BATTERY CELL BALANCING”, page 34).

erify that all the battery cables are securely attached and the bolts
re tight. If you discover a loose battery cable on one of the battery
odules contact your Brammo Authorized Service Agent.

ote: In order to maximize the life of the batteries, Brammo highly
ecommends cycling the batteries (discharged to 30% SoC or less and
hen charged to 100% SoC) every three months. 
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mend the use of a garden hose to wash your Empulse.
washers (like those at coin-operated car washes) can
 parts.

 Empulse with a sponge or a soft towel, mild
nd plenty of water.

hen cleaning the matte plastic parts (dash, fenders,
nels), which can scratch easier than the other parts of
se.
ing, rinse your Empulse thoroughly with plenty of
 to remove any detergent residue.
pulse with a chamois or a soft, dry towel.

 cleaner/polish or a quality liquid or paste wax on the
ody panels (apply according to the container
).

ny chipped paint or scratches (contact your Brammo
 Dealer for touch-up paint).
ng, inspect for damage, wear, and leaks.
e chain to prevent rusting.

tion, ride your Empulse at a slow speed and apply the
ral times. This will help dry the brakes and restore
ing.
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Appearance and CareCLEANING YOUR EMPULSE

Frequent cleaning and polishing will keep your Empulse looking
newer for longer and identifies you as an owner who values your
Empulse. A clean Empulse is also easier to inspect and service.

To clean your Empulse, you may use:

• Water
• A mild, neutral detergent and water
• A mild spray and wipe cleaner/polisher
• A mild spray and rinse cleaner/degreaser and water

Avoid products that contain harsh detergents or chemical solvents
that could damage the metal, paint, and plastic on your Empulse.

Park in a shady area. Washing your Empulse in bright sunlight may
cause the finish to fade, because water droplets intensify the sun’s
brightness. Spotting is also more likely because surface water can
dry before you have time to wipe it off.

Clean your Empulse regularly to protect surface finishes.

Washing
Note: We recom
High-pressure 
damage certain

1. Wash your
detergent, a

2. Use care w
and side pa
your Empul

3. After wash
clean water

4. Dry your Em
5. Use a spray

painted b
instructions

6. Touch up a
Authorized

7. After cleani
8. Lubricate th
9. As a precau

brakes seve
normal brak

 WARNING

Do not use a pressure washer to clean your Empulse. High-pressure
water (or air) may damage certain parts of you Empulse. Never aim
jets of water at the batteries or other electrical components. Damage
caused from using a pressure washer will not be covered by the
Brammo Limited Warranty.
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r sponge, plenty of water, and mild detergent to
rfaces. Dry with a soft, clean cloth.

hing compounds or wax containing polishing
ese surfaces. These can damage or discolor the
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emoving Stubborn Marks

ainted Aluminum Wheels
luminum may corrode from contact with dirt, mud, or road salt.
lean the wheels after riding through any of these substances. Use a
et sponge and mild detergent. Avoid stiff brushes, steel wool, or

leaners containing abrasives or chemical compounds.

fter washing, rinse with plenty of water and dry with a clean cloth.

f the paint is chipped, apply touch-up paint.

Matte Surfaces
Use a soft cloth o
clean the matte su

Do not use polis
compounds on th
surface.

Type of Mark Recommended Cleaning

Dust and fingerprint 
smudges.

Apply a spray cleaner/polish and 
wipe.

Light road grime. Spray any difficult-to-reach or very 
dirty areas with a spray cleaner/
degreaser. Rinse and dry. Apply a 
spray cleaner/polish and wipe with 
a non-abrasive cloth.

Heavy grime and brake dust. Use a spray cleaner/degreaser. If 
necessary, rub with a sponge. Rinse 
and dry. Apply a spray cleaner/
polish and wipe with a non-abrasive 
cloth.
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tions for storage periods longer than two (2)

aximize the life of the batteries, the following
ld be followed:

ended state of charge (SoC) at the start of storage
etween 50% and 70%.
orage temperature should be between 32°F and 75°F
°C).
 check the SoC of the batteries and charge if

 the Battery Safety Disconnect to reduce quiescent
e batteries. See “BAT TERY SAFETY DISCONNECT”,

 Storage
d clean your Empulse.
 the bike. See “CHARGING THE EMPULSE”, page 33.
e drive chain. See “Lubrication”, page 69.
pre-ride inspection (see “PRE-RIDE INSPECTION”,

en test ride your Empulse at low speeds.

 WARNING

cting the Battery Safety Disconnect, the Empulse must
n to allow for a full electrical system test and then, if
rged.
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Storage and TransportationStoring Your EmpulseSTORAGE INFORMATION
If you won’t be riding for an extended period, such as during the
winter, thoroughly inspect your Empulse and correct any problems
before storing it. That way, needed repairs won’t be forgotten and it
will be easier to get your Empulse running again.

We suggest you perform the following procedures to keep your
Empulse in top condition and will reduce the deterioration that can
occur during storage.

Preparation for Storage
1. Wash and dry your Empulse. Wax all painted surfaces (except

matte surfaces).
2. Lubricate the drive chain. See “Lubrication”, page 69.
3. Inflate the tires to their recommended pressures. See “Tire

Pressures”, page 64.
4. Store your Empulse in a dry, unheated area that is away from

sunlight and has minimal daily temperature variation.
5. Place your Empulse on stands to lift both tires off the floor.
6. Cover your Empulse with a porous material. Avoid using plastic

or similar non-breathing materials that restrict air flow and allow
heat and moisture to accumulate.

Recommenda
weeks
In order to m
guidelines shou

• The recomm
should be b

• The ideal st
(0°C and 24

• Periodically
necessary.

• Disconnect
drain on th
page 51.

Removal from
1. Uncover an
2. Fully charge
3. Lubricate th
4. Perform a 

page 18), th

After reconne
be powered o
necessary, cha
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ps over each lower triple clamp to secure your

wn straps until the front forks are compressed. 

ompress the forks, as this may damage them.
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ransporting Your EmpulseRANSPORTATION INFORMATION
f your Empulse needs to be transported, it should be carried on a

otorcycle trailer or a truck or trailer with a flatbed area. Do not tow
our Empulse.

hen contacting a towing or transporting service, be sure to ask if
hey have a flatbed area, loading ramp, or power ramp to safely lift
he Empulse. Also ask if they have motorcycle tie-down straps.

Use tie-down stra
Empulse. 

Tighten the tie-do

Note: Do not fully c
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Taking Care of the UnexpectedIf a Problem OccursGENERAL GUIDELINES
Keeping your Empulse well-maintained is the best way to reduce the
possibility of having a problem on the road.

Remember to always take along your owner’s manual and any other
items that might help you solve a problem on your own, (e.g., 4mm
& 5mm hex drivers, Torx T20 & T25, emergency tire repair kit).

Should you ever have a problem while riding, please follow these
guidelines:

• Always put personal safety first.
• Do not continue riding if you are hurt or your Empulse is not in

safe riding condition.
• Take time to assess the situation and your options before

deciding what to do.
• If the problem is relatively minor and you have the tools,

supplies, and skills, make a temporary repair.

Note: Remember to have the problem permanently repaired as soon as
possible.

Additional recommendations for specific problems follow.
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f You Have a Flat TireEPAIR INFORMATION

 flat tire is always unwelcome, especially if you are far from help. If
ou think you are losing air, or you hit a pothole or hard object, pull
afely to the side of the road so you can inspect the tires and assess
he situation. Be sure to park on a firm, level surface and use the
ickstand for support. 

ou should examine the tire treads and sidewalls for foreign objects
r damage. If you find a tire that has been punctured or damaged,
ave your Empulse transported to a Brammo Authorized Service
ealer or other qualified service facility. For transportation

nformation, refer to “Transporting Your Empulse”, page 74.

 WARNING

The use of a temporary tire repair kit to repair a puncture is not
recommended. Riding your Empulse with a temporary tire repair can
be risky. If the temporary repair fails, you could crash and be
seriously injured or killed.

It is recommended that the repair or replacement of tires is
performed by your Brammo Authorized Service Agent or Dealer.
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use box - Left Side

Rating Circuit protected

5A/32V Running Lights

15A/32V Headlight

5A/32V Brake Light
Horn

5A/32V Turn Signals

5A/32V Vehicle Control Unit
Auxiliary Input Module

5A/32V
Coolant Pump

Cooling Fan

5A/32V Auxiliary Power

- Not Used
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If a Fuse BlowsFUSE BOXES

All of the electrical circuits on your Empulse have fuses to protect
them from damage caused by excess current flow (short circuit or
overload).

If something electrical stops working, the first thing you should
check for is a blown fuse. Determine from the diagram to the right
which fuse or fuses control that component. Check those fuses.
Replace any blown fuses and check component operation.

If the replacement fuse blows after installation, the system should be
checked by your Brammo Authorized Dealer or another qualified
mechanic.

Note: The two fuse boxes are located under the upper body panel. See
“UPPER BODY PANEL”, page 48.

Low Voltage F

 WARNING

To avoid electrical shock, disconnect the blue Battery Safety
Disconnect before replacing the fuses in the high voltage fuse box.

Only use replacement fuses of the same rating and type, or fuses of
matching specification. Using an incorrect fuse may result in
damage to the Empulse’s electrical system and can result in a fire.

Fuse

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
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igh Voltage Fuse box - Right Side

 WARNING

To prevent the risk of an electric shock, always make sure that the
ignition switch is in the Off position and the key is removed. Never
work on the Empulse if the charging cable is connected.

Fuse Rating Circuit protected

1 15A/125V Charger

2 15A/125V Charger

3 15A/125V Charger

4 5A/125V Motor Controller

5 5A/125V DC/DC
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If You Have An AccidentSAFETY ADVICE
Personal safety is your first priority after any accident. If you or
anyone else has been injured, take time to assess the severity of the
injuries and whether it is safe to continue riding. Call for emergency
assistance if needed, and follow applicable laws and regulations if
another person or vehicle is involved in the accident.

If you decide you are capable of riding safely, carefully inspect your
Empulse for damage and determine if it is safe to ride. Check the
tightness of critical nuts and bolts securing such parts as the
handlebars, control levers, brakes, and wheels. 

If there is minor damage, or you are unsure about the safety of your
Empulse DO NOT ride it. Sometimes, crash damage is hidden or not
immediately apparent, so you should have your Empulse thoroughly
checked at a qualified service facility as soon as possible. Also be
sure to have your Brammo Authorized Service Dealer check the
frame and suspension after any serious crash.

If your Empulse cannot be ridden, refer to “Transporting Your
Empulse”, page 74.
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f You Lose Your KeyEPLACEMENT KEYS

our Empulse was supplied with two keys. Brammo recommends
hat you keep one key in a safe location, as a spare, in case you

isplace the other.

f one or both keys are lost, contact your Brammo Authorized Dealer
or replacement options.
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e warnings and errors are designed to alert

hometer and a message will be displayed on the LCD

r to diagnose your Empulse. However, some
ing your riding style. 

municating

ting

 Lost

ture Sensor Failure

 Sensor Failure

Sensor Failure

 discharged alarm

lt alarm

rror (No communication)

perature Shutdown

perature Alarm
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System Warning and Error CodesWARNING AND ERROR MESSAGES
Your Empulse has the ability to detect warning and error conditions. Thes
you, the rider, that a condition exists that is out of specification. 

If a fault is detected, the system attention indicator light will illuminate on the tac
panel.

Most of these warnings and errors will require a Brammo Authorized Deale
issues can be addressed by you, either by correcting the issue or by chang

The following is a list of error codes and what they mean.

Code Message Description

A6 SYSTEM FAULT A6 AIM Module Not Com

B6 SERVICE REQ'D B6 SYSTEM FAULT B6 BMS Not Communica

B7 SERVICE REQ'D B7 SYSTEM FAULT B7 Battery Fault: Module

B8 SERVICE REQ'D B8 SYSTEM FAULT B8 Battery Fault: Tempera

B28 SERVICE REQ'D B28 SYSTEM FAULT B28 Battery Fault: Voltage

B29 SERVICE REQ'D B29 SYSTEM FAULT B29 Battery Fault: Current 

B30 RECHARGE REQUIRED B30 Battery Fault: Critically

B31 SERVICE REQ'D B31 SYSTEM FAULT B31 Battery Fault: Over Vo

B32 SERVICE REQ'D B32 SYSTEM FAULT B32 Battery Fault: Sanity E

B33 RECHARGE REQUIRED B33 Charge (SOC) is at 0%

B35 ALLOW COOLDOWN B35 Battery Fault: Over Tem

B36 ALLOW COOLDOWN B36 Battery Fault: Over Tem
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easurement failed

scharged warning 

arning

tch > 30%

rature Warning

d to activate Fuse protection

lock is open

High

 High

municating

igh

erature Too High

al Memory Error

 Controller Internal 12V Supply Too Low

y Voltage Too Low

 Over-Current

ctor Coil Error
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B40 SERVICE REQ'D B40 SYSTEM FAULT B40 BMS Back in Idle Mode

B41 SERVICE REQ'D B41 SYSTEM FAULT B41 Battery Fault: Isolation m

B53 RECHARGE REQUIRED B53 Battery Fault: Critically di

B54 SERVICE REQ'D B54 SYSTEM FAULT B54 Battery Fault: Over Volt w

B55 SERVICE REQ'D B55 SYSTEM FAULT B55 Battery Fault: SOC Misma

B56 ALLOW COOLDOWN B56 Battery Fault: Over Tempe

B67 SYSTEM FAULT B67 Battery Fault: Battery trie

C2 SERVICE REQ'D C2 SYSTEM FAULT C2 Charger Fault

C3 SYSTEM FAULT C3 Battery Fault: Safety Inter

C4 SYSTEM FAULT C4 Charger Fan Current Too 

C65 COOLDOWN CYCLE C65 Charger Temperature Too

D4 SERVICE REQ'D D4 SYSTEM FAULT D4 Motor Controller Not Com

D5 THERMAL CUTBACK D5 Motor Temperature Too H

D6 THERMAL CUTBACK D6 Motor Controller -- Temp

D9 SERVICE REQ'D D9 Motor Controller -- Intern

D15 SERVICE REQ'D D15 Motor Controller -- Motor

D17 SERVICE REQ'D D17 Motor Controller -- Batter

D20 SERVICE REQ'D D20 Motor Controller -- Motor

D21 SERVICE REQ'D D21 Motor Controller -- Conta

Code Message Description
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ttery Voltage Too High

ntroller error or contactor coil error

ntactor Error

ntroller Error

N error

er speed or encoder error

e or more motor sensor wires not connected

rror

nd Sensor Failure

r removed

oo High

w battery 

gh battery 

at below rated min 

tor low voltage 

tor high voltage 

ntroller too hot 

tor in thermal cutback

tor too cold 
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D22 SERVICE REQ'D D22 Motor Controller -- Ba

D24 SERVICE REQ'D D24 Motor Controller -- Co

D25 SERVICE REQ'D D25 Motor Controller -- Co

D26 SERVICE REQ'D D26 Motor Controller -- Co

D29 SERVICE REQ'D D29 Motor Controller -- CA

D30 SERVICE REQ'D D30 Motor Controller -- Ov

D31 SERVICE REQ'D D31 Motor Controller -- On

H34 SERVICE REQ'D H34 Discharge Precharge E

H52 SERVICE REQ'D H52 Gear Select or Side Sta

H73 GET SERVICE H73 USB Flash Drive bad o

I51 SERVICE REQ'D I51 Dash Power Current T

S53 SERVICE REQ'D S53 Motor Controller -- Lo

S54 SERVICE REQ'D S54 Motor Controller -- Hi

S55 SERVICE REQ'D S55 Motor Controller -- Vb

S56 SERVICE REQ'D S56 Motor Controller -- Mo

S57 SERVICE REQ'D S57 Motor Controller -- Mo

S58 THERMAL CUTBACK S58 Motor Controller -- Co

S59 THERMAL CUTBACK S59 Motor Controller -- Mo

S60 SERVICE REQ'D S60 Motor Controller -- Mo

Code Message Description
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oller in Preoperational Mode

nce Fault 
closed when controller powered on)

ng cutback 

 Timeout (CAN bus timing error)

y Critical 

 Timeout (Severe CAN bus timing error) 

al Fault 

ero range 

ontactor overcurrent

ontactor welded 

 Wire Off (usually, throttle output voltage problem)

er fault 

 over current 

t Control Fault 

 over speed

v in Wrong State 

ver voltage 

t s/c M1 Top 
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S61 SERVICE REQ'D S61 Motor Controller -- Contr

S65 SERVICE REQ'D S65 Motor Controller -- Seque
(usually, throttle was not 

S69 SERVICE REQ'D S69 SYSTEM FAULT S69 Motor Controller -- Enteri

S70 SERVICE REQ'D S70 SYSTEM FAULT S70 Motor Controller -- RPDO

S71 SERVICE REQ'D S71 SYSTEM FAULT S71 Motor Controller -- Suppl

S72 SERVICE REQ'D S72 SYSTEM FAULT S72 Motor Controller -- RPDO

S73 SERVICE REQ'D S73 SYSTEM FAULT S73 Motor Controller -- Intern

S77 SERVICE REQ'D S77 SYSTEM FAULT S77 Motor Controller -- Autoz

S81 SERVICE REQ'D S81 SYSTEM FAULT S81 Motor Controller -- Line C

S82 SERVICE REQ'D S82 SYSTEM FAULT S82 Motor Controller -- Line C

S83 SERVICE REQ'D S83 SYSTEM FAULT S83 Motor Controller -- Alg In

S85 SERVICE REQ'D S85 SYSTEM FAULT S85 Motor Controller -- Encod

S86 SERVICE REQ'D S86 SYSTEM FAULT S86 Motor Controller -- Motor

S87 SERVICE REQ'D S87 SYSTEM FAULT S87 Motor Controller -- Curren

S88 SERVICE REQ'D S88 SYSTEM FAULT S88 Motor Controller -- Motor

S94 SERVICE REQ'D S94 SYSTEM FAULT S94 Motor Controller -- Mtr Sl

S96 SERVICE REQ'D S96 SYSTEM FAULT S96 Motor Controller -- DSP O

S97 SERVICE REQ'D S97 SYSTEM FAULT S97 Motor Controller -- Mosfe

Code Message Description
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sfet s/c M1 Bottom 

sfet s/c M3 Bottom 

 High 

ilure

 processor failure 

ure

f out of spec

orking

e Mode

rive Mode

Charge Mode

ailure

C < 20%
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S98 SERVICE REQ'D S98 SYSTEM FAULT S98 Motor Controller -- Mo

S99 SERVICE REQ'D S99 SYSTEM FAULT S99 Motor Controller -- Mo

V1 SERVICE REQ'D V1 SYSTEM FAULT V1 VCU Temperature Too

V3 SERVICE REQ'D V3 SYSTEM FAULT V3 BMS CAN processor fa

V4 SERVICE REQ'D V4 SYSTEM FAULT V4 Motor Controller CAN

V58 SERVICE REQ'D V58 SYSTEM FAULT V58 VCU +12V Out of Spec

V59 SERVICE REQ'D V59 SYSTEM FAULT V59 VCU +5V Out of Spec

V69 SERVICE REQ'D V69 SYSTEM FAULT V69 SPI Flash Memory Fail

V70 GET SERVICE V70 USB interface failure

V71 GET SERVICE V71 USB Flash Power Fail

V72 GET SERVICE V72 VCU Temperature Vre

V77 GET SERVICE V77 Sound Failure

V78 GET SERVICE V78 Real Time Clock Not W

- DISCONNECT POWER AC Connected In Driv

- KICKSTAND DOWN Kickstand is down in D

- CONNECT POWER AC Not Connected In 

- DASH OFF - NO MESSAGE Dash not connected

- DASH OFF - NO MESSAGE Dash CAN Processor F

- BATTERIES LOW Battery Fault: BMS SO

Code Message Description
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ode

hould be at 0 position

hen throttle switch was turned on

er up

ted

equence Error 

tor deflected at power up 

le Fault 

rature Shutdown with different temperature limit 

o cold to charge

o cold to drive

rature Shutdown with different temperature limit 
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- HEADLIGHT OFF Headlights off in Drive M

- ACCELERATOR STUCK? Accelerator Deflected -- s

- COME TO FULL STOP Vehicle Speed not zero w

- CYCLE THROTTLE SW Throttle Switch on at pow

- SERVICE MODE Diagnostic Cable Connec

- CYCLE THROTTLE SW Motor Controller switch S

- ACCELERATOR STUCK? Motor Controller Accelera

- TWIST THROTTLE T0 0 Motor Controller -- Thrott

- BATTERY TOO HOT Battery Fault: Over Tempe
for Drive or Charge

- BATTERY TOO COLD Battery Fault: Battery is to

- BATTERY TOO COLD Battery Fault: Battery is to

- BATTERY TOO HOT Battery Fault: Over Tempe
for Drive or Charge

Code Message Description
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Brammo DDC™ 
Brammo DDC™ (Dynamic Data Collection) records key motorcycle
parameters at 1Hz (1 sample/second) for analysis and service
support.

The data is recorded onto a USB drive located beneath the seat.
When your motorcycle is serviced Brammo technicians and
authorized dealers access this information to make sure the
motorcycle is performing as intended and to promptly diagnose and
resolve any issues that may exist. 
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umber is located on a label on the underside of
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echnical Informationdentification NumbersDENTIFICATION NUMBER LOCATIONS
he Vehicle Identification Number (VIN) and motor serial number are
equired when you register your Empulse. They may also be required
hen ordering replacement parts. 

ehicle Identification Number (VIN)

he 17-digit VIN is stamped onto the frame’s steering head behind
he headlight. Turn the handlebars fully left to view the number,

ote: The VIN is also shown on the safety certification label. See
SAFETY LABELS”, page 6.

Motor Serial Num

The motor serial n
the motor.
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DENTIFICATION NUMBERS
nience, record the VIN and motor serial number in the

ission
r:
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Transmission Serial Number

The transmission serial number is stamped on the lower left face of
the transmission case - visible behind the kickstand.

RECORD OF I
For your conve
spaces below.

VIN:

Motor/Transm
Serial Numbe
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SD

81.3 in

31.8 in

42.6 in

58.0 in

7.3 in
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pecificationsIMENSIONS

A Length 2 065 mm

B Width (bar end-to-bar end) 808 mm

C Height (highest portion of the dash) 1 082 mm 

D Wheelbase 1 473 mm

E Ground Clearance 1 854 mm
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C (PMAC) - Water Cooled

54 hp)
nds)

Empulse R:
40 kW @ 4,500 rpm (54 hp)
90 Nm (66 foot pounds)

with multi-plate, hydraulic activated wet clutch

3 models: 86 link, 2014 models: 84 link)

 15/90 Lithium-ion (NCM Chemistry)

10.2 kWh (max)

apacity (100% DOD)

rging time: 8 Hours. (0-99% SOC, no cell imbalances)
arging time: 3.5 Hours. (0-99% SOC, no cell imbalances)
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MOTOR

 TRANSMISSION AND FINAL DRIVE

BATTERIES

Type Permanent Magnet A

Rating:
- Power
- Max Motor Torque

Empulse:
 40 kW @ 6,000 rpm (
63 Nm (46.5 foot pou

Current 550 amps

Transmission IET 6 speed gearbox 

Drive (Motor) Sprocket 14 Tooth

Driven (Rear Wheel) Sprocket 38 Tooth

Chain 520 X-ring chain (201

Battery Type Brammo Power BPM

Number of Modules 7

Battery Pack Capacity 9.31 kWh (nominal), 

Battery Pack Voltage 103.6 V (nominal)

Battery Life 1,500 cycles to 80% c

Recharge Time Level I maximum cha
Level II maximum ch
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W

W

9
0

2014 Models:
- 120/70-17 ContiRoadAttack 2
- 180/55-17 ContiRoadAttack 2

 (32 PSI)
 (34 PSI)

2014 Models:
- 248 kPa / 2.53 kgf/cm2 (36 PSI)
- 290 kPa / 2.95 kgf/cm2 (42 PSI)

469 lbs

782 lbs

313 lbs
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HEELS AND TIRES

EIGHTS

Wheels:
- Front
- Rear

17” x 3.5” Marchesini
17” x 5.5” Marchesini

Tires:
- Front
- Rear

2013 Models:
- 120/70-17 AVON AV7
- 180/55-17 AVON AV8

Tire Pressures (Cold):
- Front
- Rear

2013 Models:
220 kPa / 2.25 kgf/cm2

234 kPa / 2.39 kgf/cm2

Wheel Axle Nut Torque:
- Front
- Rear

115 Nm (85 lb/ft)
55 Nm (40.5 lb/ft)

Front Forks - Axle Pinch Bolts Torque 5 Nm (4 lb/ft)

Unladen weight* 212.7 kg 

Maximum laden weight 354.7 kg 

Maximum number of riders 2

Maximum total weight of rider, passenger and cargo 142 kg

* The unladen weight is inclusive of all fluids.
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W Bulb 

I GL-1 Motorcycle oil (wet clutch approved)

 brand of brake fluid meeting DOT 4 specification

 brand of brake fluid meeting DOT 4 specification

 50/50. 50% aqueous ethylene Glycol OAT

signed specifically for motorcycle O-ring and X-ring 

 can.
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REPLACEMENT LIGHT BULBS

APPROVED FLUIDS

Headlight H4 - Halogen 55/60

Brake/Tail Light 12V 21/5W Bulb

Turn Signals 12V 18W Bulb

License Plate Light 12V 5W Bulb

Front Parking Light 12V 4W Bulb

Fluid Specification

Transmission Oil Synthetic 10W-30 AP

Brake Fluid Use any proprietary

Clutch Fluid Use any proprietary

Coolant Peak Global Lifetime

Chain Lubricant Aerosol lubricant de
chains.
Apply as directed on
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WWW
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anty Obligation
terial or workmanship should be found within the
mo warranty period specified in this Owner’s
’s only obligation is to have the defect either
ed, at Brammo’s option, with a new part or the

ut charge for parts and labor, at an authorized
efect is  attr ibutable to faulty material  or
e time of manufacture. 

 under this limited warranty become the property
mmo’s sole option, warranty service may be made
er component of which the defect is part, or with

ssion by replacing the vehicle. 

onsible for any repairs or replacements which are
is limited warranty. Brammo reserves the right to

ts to, and/or change, the design of any model at
 obligation to make the same improvements or
s previously sold.
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arranty and Customer Informationarrantyarranty Period 
nder regular use, the valid term for the parts warranty is:

• General Warranty: 24 months
• Battery and Motor Warranty: 24 months

rammo Warranty
rammo warrants the Empulse under the terms of the Owner’s
anual during the applicable warranty period from any defects in
aterial and workmanship. If any such defect should be found
ithin the applicable warranty period, Brammo has appointed
rammo Authorized dealers and Regional  Dealer Support
epresentatives for the servicing of those products and parts under

he manufacturer's warranty.

he Brammo Authorized Dealer or Regional Dealer Support
epresentative will perform warranty services on the Empulse after

irst ascertaining that the product is under warranty. Acceptable
roofs of purchase for the purpose of establishing your warranty
eriod include the original warranty registration card, receipts

ssued to the customer at the time of sale from an Authorized
rammo dealer (such as bill of sale) or data retrieved from electronic

ecords held by Brammo Inc

Brammo’s Warr
If any defect in ma
applicable Bram
Manual, Brammo
repaired or replac
equivalent witho
dealer,  i f  such d
workmanship at th

All parts removed
of Brammo. At Bra
by replacing a larg
the owner’s permi

The owner is resp
not covered by th
make improvemen
any time without
changes to model
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ement of normal wear parts, including, without
all rubber parts, bulbs, lenses, wires, cables, fuses,
, brake lines, and chains, due to wear and tear from
 of the vehicle and not as a result of a defect in

d workmanship;
 or replacements required as a result of accidents or

s caused or repairs required as a result of abusive
,  negligence,  accident,  improper instal lation

on), or inappropriate use as outlined in this Owner’s

ts tampered with, modified, adjusted, or repaired by
orized party, including the owner;
e caused or resulting from the use of inappropriate

nal accessory installed by the owner which causes
ditional parts;
ic damage to the surface or exterior;
e caused by external or environmental conditions
ormal weather, accidents, earthquake, etc;
ct received without appropriate model and frame
er identification;
t used for rental or racing purposes;
use vehicle in the proper manner, or follow the
ce and storage procedures in this Owner’s Manual
ycle designed for “on the road use” and used as “off
”).
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Limitation Of Liability
TO THE FULLEST EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW, THE PRECEDING
WARRANTY IS THE ONLY WARRANTY GIVEN BY BRAMMO FOR THE
VEHICLE, AND THE VEHICLE OTHERWISE IS SOLD “AS IS”. EXCEPT FOR
THE WARRANTY EXPRESSLY STATED HEREIN, THE CUSTOMER AND
NOT THE MANUFACTURER OR DEALER ASSUMES THE ENTIRE COST
OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING AND REPAIR SHOULD THE VEHICLE
PROVE INEFFECTIVE FOLLOWING ITS PURCHASE, AND THE ENTIRE
RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE VEHICLE IS
WITH THE CUSTOMER. BRAMMO MAKES NO OTHER WARRANTIES,
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, AND SPECIFICALLY MAKES NO WARRANTY OF
MERCHANT ABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

B R A M M O  I S  N OT  R E S P O N S I B L E  F O R  D I R E C T,  I N D I R E C T,
CONSEQUENTIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR SPECIAL DAMAGES, INCLUDING,
WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY DAMAGES FROM LOSS OF USE OF THE
VEHICLE. TO THE FULLEST EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW, BRAMMO’S
ENTIRE LIABILITY, WHETHER IN TORT, CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE,
SHALL BE LIMITED TO REPAIR OR REPLACEMENT DURING THE
APPLICABLE WARRANTY PERIOD OF DEFECTS IN MATERIAL OR
WORKMANSHIP.

Items Not Covered By Warranty
The warranty shall NOT apply to:

• Normal maintenance and service, including, without limitation,
adjustments to brakes, tire pressure, and chain tension, due to
wear and tear from operation of the vehicle and not as a result of
a defect in materials and workmanship;

• The replac
limitation, 
tires, tubes
operation
materials an

• Any repairs
collision;

• Any defect
operation
(modificati
Manual;

• Any produc
any unauth

• Any damag
tools;

• Any additio
defect of ad

• Any cosmet
• Any damag

such as abn
• Any produ

serial numb
• Any produc
• Failure to 

maintenan
(i.e., motorc
road vehicle
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wner’s Warranty Responsibilities
t is the responsibility of each owner to:

1. Obtain from the Authorized Brammo Empulse Dealer from
whom the vehicle was purchased:
• A signed copy of the sales registration form indicating the pre-

delivery inspection has been completed in accordance with
the manufacturer’s instructions;

• The appropriate Owner’s Manual for the model of vehicle
purchased;

2. Ensure, at his own expense, the vehicle has the maintenance
service inspections specified in this owner's manual conducted
by a Brammo Authorized dealer or Regional Dealer Support
Representative and to maintain adequate proof that such service
inspections have been conducted; and,

3. Ensure that the Brammo Authorized Dealer or Authorized
technician conducting the service inspections has certified and
documented the work performed in the “Maintenance Record”
section of this Empulse owner's manual.
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tisfaction 
 and customer satisfaction are critical ingredients to
rammo. This information is designed as a tool to help

d how to efficiently service our products by working
rized Brammo Dealer near you or a Regional Dealer
esentative. Should a question or problem arise
rvice and warranty which cannot be resolved by an
mmo dealer or a Regional Dealer Support Manager,
Brammo headquarters directly. Our goal is to quickly
roblem. A list of your nearest Authorized Brammo
gional Dealer Support Manager can be located by

bsite at: 

com

e any further questions after visiting our website you
l:

e 
520 

266
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Roadside and Customer InformationRoadside Assistance
24 hour emergency roadside assistance is standard on all new
Brammo Empulse models for the duration of the warranty period.

Once your warranty registration card has been processed by
Brammo, you will receive a membership card with your policy
number,  the  emergenc y 1-800-234-1353 number  and an
explanation of benefits.

Here are some of the benefits of the roadside assistance program:

• Two years of coverage.
• Up to three (3) recoveries per year.
• Program will cover up to $200.00 per recovery.
• Only recovery services specializing in motorcycles will be

dispatched out.

Customer Sa
Product quality
the success of B
you understan
with an Autho
Support Repr
concerning se
Authorized Bra
please contact 
resolve your p
dealers and Re
visiting our we

www.brammo.

Should you hav
can write or cal

Brammo Inc. 
550 Clover Lan
Ashland, OR 97
USA

Tel: 1-888-482-7
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eporting Safety Defects eporting Safety Defects 
f you believe that your vehicle has a defect which could cause a
rash or could cause injury or death, you should immediately inform
he National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) in
ddition to notifying Brammo Inc.

f NHTSA receives similar complaints, it may open an investigation,
nd if it finds that a safety defect exists in a group of vehicles, it may
rder a recall and remedy campaign. However, NHTSA cannot
ecome involved in individual problems between you, your dealer,
r Brammo Inc.

o contact NHTSA, you may call the Vehicle Safety Hotline toll-free
t:

-888-327-4236 (TTY: 1-800-424-9153); go to 
ttp://www.safercar.gov; or write to: 

dministrator
HTSA Headquarters
200 New Jersey Avenue, SE
ashington, DC 20590

ou can also obtain other information about motor vehicle safety
rom:

ttp://www.safercar.gov
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,800 km)

ding: Date:

,600 km)

ding: Date:

4,400 km)

ding: Date:
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Maintenance RecordMaintenance RecordMAINTENANCE RECORD
After you have had your Empulse serviced, please make sure that the
appropriate maintenance record has been completed. 

Use the space under “Notes” to record issues you want to remind
yourself about or mention at the next service.

300 miles (500 km)

Odometer reading: Date:

Notes:

Performed by:

600 miles (1,000 km)

Odometer reading: Date:

Notes:

Performed by:

3,000 miles (4

Odometer rea

Notes:

Performed by:

6,000 miles (9

Odometer rea

Notes:

Performed by:

9,000 miles (1

Odometer rea

Notes:

Performed by:
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,600km)

g: Date:

,400 km)

g: Date:

,200 km)

g: Date:
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12,000 miles (19,200 km)

Odometer reading: Date:

Notes:

Performed by:

15,000 miles (24,000 km)

Odometer reading: Date:

Notes:

Performed by:

18,000 miles (28,800 km)

Odometer reading: Date:

Notes:

Performed by:

21,000 miles (33

Odometer readin

Notes:

Performed by:

24,000 miles (38

Odometer readin

Notes:

Performed by:

27,000 miles (43

Odometer readin

Notes:

Performed by:
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(62,400 km)

ding: Date:

(67,200 km)

ding: Date:

(72,000 km)

ding: Date:
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30,000 miles (48,000 km)

Odometer reading: Date:

Notes:

Performed by:

33,000 miles (52,800 km)

Odometer reading: Date:

Notes:

Performed by:

36,000 miles (56,600 km)

Odometer reading: Date:

Notes:

Performed by:

39,000 miles 

Odometer rea

Notes:

Performed by:

42,000 miles 

Odometer rea

Notes:

Performed by:

45,000 miles 

Odometer rea

Notes:

Performed by:
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,200 km)

g: Date:

,000 km)

g: Date:
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48,000 miles (76,800 km)

Odometer reading: Date:

Notes:

Performed by:

51,000 miles (81,600 km)

Odometer reading: Date:

Notes:

Performed by:

54,000 miles (86,400 km)

Odometer reading: Date:

Notes:

Performed by:

57,000 miles (91

Odometer readin

Notes:

Performed by:

60,000 miles (96

Odometer readin

Notes:

Performed by:
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A
Accessories ..................................................................................................................5
Appearance care .................................................................................................... 71
Approved fluids and capacities ...................................................................... 93
Are you ready to ride? ......................................................................................... 16

B
Batteries ..................................................................................................................... 70
Battery Management System .......................................................................... 30
Battery modules ..................................................................................................... 30
Battery Safety Disconnect ................................................................................. 51
Body panels .............................................................................................................. 47
Brake fluid

Levels .............................................................................................................56, 58
Recommended fluid ...............................................................................56, 58
Reservoir ............................................................................................................... 44

Brake pad wear ....................................................................................................... 57
Brakes .......................................................................................................................... 56
Braking ....................................................................................................................... 26
Brammo DDC .......................................................................................................... 87

C
Cell balancing ......................................................................................................... 34
Certification label .....................................................................................................6
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